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Introduction and Abstract

A recent Financial Times survey indicates that the financial services sector (in mainstream terms) is concerned about the disruptive potential of several digital-based technologies as applied to financial services, such as blockchain, big data and robo-advisers. Not to mention that we have already of late witnessed the emergence of high frequency algorithmic trading, novel consumer payment devices, online crowdfunding and peer-to-peer lending. Financial technology seems to be ushering in an order for upheaval, and is defined by Price Waterhouse Coopers as ‘a dynamic segment at the intersection of the financial services and technology sectors where technology-focused start-ups and new market entrants innovate the products and services currently provided by the traditional financial services industry’. Nevertheless, financial technology is not a new concept and should be understood in broader terms. From the development of stock exchanges that facilitate corporate fund-raising to the development of wholesale money markets, financial technology is financial innovation intertwined with legal technology to change the way finance is conducted, oftentimes as a form of disruptive innovation. ‘Disruptive innovation’ in Bower and Christensen’s framework, refers to the creation of new markets and value networks that eventually disrupt existing markets and value networks, displacing established market leaders and alliances. Financial technology is a history of many culminating moments of disruption. The current wave of ‘fintech’ specifically focuses on the embedment of digital technology into financial technology, different aspects of which have, to larger or smaller extents, also required innovation in legal technology.

By contextualising ‘fintech’ against the broader historical backdrop in financial technology, this article intends to offer high-level perspectives in order to frame the understanding of the disruptive potential of fintech, and the implications for financial regulation. Using the framework of disruptive
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1 ‘Disruptive’ in business or commercial terms refers to a process of challenge and gradual capture of market share, dislodging incumbents in an industry, as will be explained below.

2 Blockchain could be totally transformative for financial services industry’ Financial Times (22 May 2016).


7 A survey of fintech can be found in Oscar Flynt, Fintech: Understanding Financial Technology and its Radical Disruption of Modern Finance (Amazon Media 2016).
innovation in a widely understood sense, the article focuses on potential revolutions of products, intermediaries or markets and the regulatory implications of such. The article will not examine in detail particular areas of fintech, but will draw from a range of examples and their key features. The disruptive potential of fintech will be discussed to highlight market themes, changes in legal technology and regulatory implications, in respect of (a) financial product development, (b) financial intermediation interfaces and/or (c) financial markets and value networks. In this way, we can critically appreciate to what extent and in what respects fintech is disruptive, and whether its disruption is relevant to financial regulatory objectives.

This overview article, which provides a framework for analysing the disruptive potential of fintech and regulatory implications, is envisaged to be an anchor for more specific pieces that examine particular areas of fintech in more detail. We believe that such a high level perspective is necessary so as to introduce a more coherent blueprint for regulatory thinking and design, avoiding silo-based and narrowly reactive approaches to increasingly complex financial innovation.

Part A of the article sketches the nature and development of financial innovation, outlining the drivers, achievements and dark sides of financial innovation. It critically suggests a framework of ‘disruptive innovation’ for understanding the regulatory implications of financial innovation. Financial innovation could be a flash in the pan or introduce enduring change, so the first indicia for regulatory implications could be the ‘disruptive’ nature of the financial innovation concerned. We introduce a framework for regulatory thinking and evaluation of ‘disruptive finance’- in terms of the nature of the ‘change’ observed, its ‘substitutive potential’ and its ‘structural impact’. Parts B, C and D then discuss these aspects as applied to selected fintech innovations in financial products, services and markets. Part E concludes.

A. A Framework for Disruptive Financial Innovation

Finance can be thought of as “a derivative of social and political needs, engineered by economic theories, computational and data driven technologies”. It is a conjuration of economic, legal and increasingly information-based technologies, but put simply, a means to meet certain ends. Hence, finance continually evolves through financial innovation, and the topical development of ‘fintech’ should be understood in that context. As Avgouleas points out, from fractional reserve banking to the rise of securities exchanges, from securitisation of assets to high frequency trading, financial innovation is an ongoing and unceasing phenomenon. Financial innovation is driven by a mixture of firm-based characteristics and wider environment factors, as well as by individual incentives and entrepreneurial moments. Many financial innovations can also be thought of as ‘disruptive’ as they
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8 Christensen et al’s original framework deals with low-end innovations in a small segment of the market gradually capturing the market as a form of emerging disruption. However, this is only one form of disruption and commentators have developed other forms such as surprise disruptions emanating from outside the sector entirely, see Larry Downes and Paul Nunes, ‘Big Bang Disruption’ (March 2013) Harvard Business Law Review 45.
9 Again understood widely in terms of substantive products that will become enduring, or in terms of organisation forms, medium of business conduct etc.
usher in new products, new ways of effecting transactions and intermediation, new institutions and organisational forms and may permanently change the landscape of finance.

**A Brief History of Financial Innovation**

A survey of the literature on what drives financial innovation shows the culmination of a mixture of factors. Contextual factors are important such as the regulatory and tax environments, the economic policies of globalisation and capital liberalisation, and the knowledge revolutions in economic, legal, communications and digital technologies. In particular, regulatory environments can promote financial innovation by either being facilitative or indeed restrictive, and therefore incentivising regulatory arbitrage. We will return shortly to discussing regulatory arbitrage as an incentive for financial innovation. Knowledge revolutions are especially relevant to the development of financial innovation by non-incumbents who may pioneer or kickstart new products, processes, interfaces and markets altogether. Further, the patterns of market demand also drive financial innovation, as it is suggested that investors’ demands for safe, highly liquid yet high return investment products are what drive much of financial innovation.

Financial innovation, as entrepreneurial moments, are also driven by firm-based factors that interact with the wider context, usually seeking to improve efficiencies such as the reduction of agency and transaction costs or to improve the competitive advantage of the firm. In particular, Awrey proposes a supply-side theory of financial innovation that posits that financial innovation is
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15 Such as the US JOBS Act which is dismantling the regulatory barriers to financial promotion, as discussed in Chris Brummer, *Disruptive Technology and Securities Regulation* (2015) 84 Fordham Law Review 977. Further, regulators supporting competition may also use law as a means to fashioning competitive advantage, see Jack Wrolsd, *Proactive Law as Competitive Advantage in Crowdfunding* in D. Assadi (ed), *Strategic Approaches to Successful Crowdfunding* (IGI Global 2015).
driven by intermediaries’ need to create monopolies over their products in order to extract maximum rents in an extremely competitive environment.

Perverse incentives are nevertheless crucial to driving the design and purpose of financial innovation. The profit incentive drives a significant amount of financial innovation that entails gambling behaviour for short-term gains. Speculation with ‘other people’s money’ that may produce profits in the short term has changed the nature of derivatives from being hedging instruments to being gambling instruments. Much of financial innovation is poised to exploit investors’ value misperceptions in order to make short-term gains for financial intermediaries. Further, financial innovations resulting in complex investment products are motivated largely by profit incentives with little regard for the consequences for mis-selling. A number of empirical researchers have also found that the development of highly leveraged products, such as synthetic exchange-traded funds serve primarily speculative purposes instead of genuinely beneficial economic purposes.

Regulatory arbitrage is a major driver of financial innovation. For example, the development of processes to liquefy long-term relationship-based assets such as mortgage loans into liquid, standardised marketable securities has been motivated by the desire to evade stringent capital adequacy rules imposed on banks. Nevertheless, financial innovation that seeks to moderate the effects of regulation could also be seen as a way to manage the risk of policy or regulatory uncertainty. There are two faces with regulatory arbitrage, one relating to evasion of laws and rules, in the worst case, with intentions towards facilitating illegal behaviour, and the other a genuine effort at moderating cost, maintaining efficiency or competitive advantages in the face of laws and rules that create impeding effects for business. More often than not regulatory arbitrage is a phenomenon that should be understood along a spectrum of the two opposite aspects.

Against the backdrop of the mixture of factors that drive financial innovation, it is no surprise that financial innovation has yielded mixed results in terms of social benefit and harm. Many commentators agree that much of financial innovation produces efficiency and widening access to
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consumers. For example, Kling points out that cost-effective fixed rate mortgages for consumers would not be possible without the financial innovation of interest rate hedging derivative products. Empirical research has found that cost-savings for financial institutions derived from financial innovation are often passed onto investors and borrowers. Financial innovation that transforms asset characteristics such as in terms of liquidity and marketability also help in broadening financing opportunities for borrowers whether households or corporations. For example, the development of exchange-traded funds has improved liquidity and investor access to otherwise less liquid products. At a more macro level, Beck et al show that financial innovation correlates with increases in a country’s growth opportunities and GDP per capita, and is important for emerging economies in their development.

On the other hand, the catalogue of potential social harms from financial innovation range from the micro-level to the systemic level. One of the key trends in financial innovation, more to be discussed shortly, is the increasing marketisation of financial assets. Although such marketisation promotes access and improves the liquidity characteristics of assets, the apparent benefits of marketisation are often oversold. A balanced view is not taken with regard to the changed nature or increased risks of the assets, such as in securitised products. Some perverse consequences of securitisation are a decline in lending standards, information asymmetry between investors and originators, and a failure to monitor the performance of underlying assets. Often financial innovation is supported or permitted without due consideration for such unintended consequences.

Further, financial innovation could be used in predatory schemes or could be misused to further self-interested and anti-social motivations. Financial innovation can be used to repackage riskier or less liquid assets into apparently risk-managed, liquid and highly desirable assets in order to exploit investors. Over-selling of such marginally suitable products could ultimately result in mis-selling scandals. Further, financial innovation such as high frequency trading are a double-edged sword, as on the one hand it can facilitate lightning fast and efficient trading, and hence improves market

35 Thorsten Beck, Tao Chen, Chen Lin and Frank M. Song, ‘Financial Innovation: The Bright and the Dark Sides’ (2014) at http://ssrn.com/abstract=1991216. However there is also contrary research that shows such benefits to be limited for countries that already have stringent and developed bank regulations in place such as capital adequacy, see Thorsten Beck, Tao Chen, Chen Lin and Frank M. Song, ‘Financial Innovation: The Bright and the Dark Sides’ (2014) at http://ssrn.com/abstract=1991216.
quality,\textsuperscript{39} it could also be abused by ‘pingers’ and ‘spoofers’ who test the market but have no genuine desire to transact,\textsuperscript{40} not to mention making markets more susceptible to vulnerabilities that could culminate in unexplained ‘flash crashes’.\textsuperscript{41}

Finally, a number of commentators are of the view that financial innovation correlates with increased systemic risk for the financial and economic systems. Financial innovation often involves more credit creation. Such increases in leverage as a systemic phenomenon often creates greater risk for all participants in the financial and real economies, and could raise systemic fragility in the face of shocks or crises.\textsuperscript{42} Further, financial innovation also produces more complexity, which makes systems and markets more susceptible to systemic effects. As identified by commentators,\textsuperscript{43} complexity often exacerbates information asymmetry resulting in mispriced allocations in the market, asset bubbles, and painful corrections and market instability. Further, the marketisation aspect so prevalent in much of financial innovation causes assets to be subject to market risk and to behavioural reactions that exacerbate market risk. Such marketisation, which transforms assets from relationship-based ones to marketable ones, inevitably foregoes the erstwhile flexibility underlying relationship-based assets that can be beneficial for managing defaults and crises.\textsuperscript{44} In sum, increases in financial fragility and systemic risk seem to be the trade-off for supporting financial innovation. Further, Blair also points out that financial innovation has created patterns of wealth distribution that are concentrated upon the financial elite while risks have correspondingly increased for ordinary investors.\textsuperscript{45}

As financial innovation seems to be a double-edged sword, and in Awrey’s words, ‘welfare-indeterminate’,\textsuperscript{46} the regulatory engagement with financial innovation has always been one of relative passivity and catch-up. Regulators, cautious of not impeding the development of competitive innovation and choice for consumers, often dismantle regulatory barriers to support

\begin{itemize}
  \item In terms of price discovery and liquidity in generally well-traded stocks and in normal times, see more discussion in Part D.
  \item Eg see ‘What Caused the Flash Crash [of 2010]: One Big Bad Trade’, \textit{The Economist} (October 2010).
  \item Kathryn Judge, ‘Fragmentation Nodes: A Study in Financial Innovation, Complexity and Systemic Risk’ (2012) Stanford Law Review 102 refers to this as ‘stickiness’ of contractual terms such as mortgage foreclosures if the underlying mortgages default, leaving little work-out room that could mitigate the risks with respect to the underlying assets, thus exacerbating adverse market pricing and reactions to such assets.
\end{itemize}
competition, or refrain from adding such barriers.\textsuperscript{47} This is because much of financial innovation depends on low cost and flexible models, which would be stifled by the high cost of regulation.\textsuperscript{48} Thus, regulators often take a ‘wait and see’ approach, preferring to monitor developments regulating financial innovation. Regulators may also adopt informal approaches\textsuperscript{49} or soft law, in order to be flexible in governing financial innovation.\textsuperscript{50} However, such an approach risks prolonged regulatory inertia,\textsuperscript{51} and would also mean that regulatory developments are reactive, with the possibility of swinging extremely to risk aversion if failures or scandals arise.

After the global financial crisis 2007-9, global regulators now disfavour an excessively laissez-faire or reactive approach in financial regulation.\textsuperscript{52} They have developed more forward-looking regulatory frameworks to monitor and sometimes pre-empt certain developments. In this respect, regulators now have forward-looking product intervention powers\textsuperscript{53} to intervene in product distribution where this may be warranted for investor protection. Product intervention powers have been used by the UK Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) to prevent sales of banks’ contingent convertible bonds to retail investors,\textsuperscript{54} and in Europe, the European Securities and Markets Authority has exercised similar powers by requiring more stringent investor disclosures for the sales of indexed and exchange-traded funds.\textsuperscript{55} However, regulators are also equipped with more benign, softer powers such as the FCA’s ‘regulatory sandbox’\textsuperscript{56} which allow financial innovation to be carried out in experimental ways within the parameters of regulatory approval and monitoring. Further, besides correcting for
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previous regulatory gaps, regulators seem willing to take more formal steps in regulatory governance over shadow banking developments, or limiting certain transactions to the wholesale sector, so as to introduce forms of proportionate governance without excessive regulation. The evolution of financial regulation has come a long way from merely being facilitative of market efficiency to a point where other public interest objectives pervade, such as financial and market stability. The regulatory regime has become a bedrock of the financial sector architecture itself. Hence financial innovation is necessarily studied within the paradigm of regulatory implications.

In this new phase of regulatory dynamics vis a vis financial innovation, this article proposes that ‘disruptive innovation’ could provide a framework for considering the regulatory implications of fintech. We argue that it is helpful to develop a high-level framework that provides some indicia for considering whether and to what extent regulatory intervention in financial innovation should take place. We draw from general business innovation literature to derive such insights that can be of enduring value.

**Disruptive Innovation as a Framework for Studying the Governance Implications for Financial Innovation**

‘Disruptive innovation’ refers to the creation of new markets and value networks that eventually disrupt existing markets and value networks, displacing established market leaders and alliances. This framework may be more specifically understood as the development of innovation that first takes place at the low end of the market, which does not immediately threaten incumbents as it is a weak substitute. The innovation however distinguishes itself by new performance criteria to the market, such as convenience and portability, lower price, or ease of use. The gradual uptake by the market and development of economies of scale stealthily allow the innovation to become dominant in due course, disrupting and replacing incumbents. In later literature, commentators have sought to broaden the concept of ‘disruptive innovation’.

---


59 For example, the FCA restricts the marketing of investment based crowdfunding products to only sophisticated investors or to retail investors for investment below 10% of their investible assets, see FCA, *The FCA’s Regulatory Approach to Crowdfunding over the Internet, and the Promotion of Non-Readily Realisable Securities by Other Media - Feedback to CP13/13 and final rules* (March 2014) at [http://www.fca.org.uk/your-fca/documents/policy-statements/ps14-04](http://www.fca.org.uk/your-fca/documents/policy-statements/ps14-04).


61 As will be discussed in relation to the examples raised in Parts B, C and D.


63 by not confining to developments in the same sector or necessarily starting at the low end of the market, or adopting a gradual trajectory of displacement.
disruptive effects of introducing novelty and displacing incumbents in different ways but reach the same result.  

Focusing on the outcome characteristics of disruptive innovation, it may be understood as ‘[involving] significant new technologies, requiring considerable change in consumption patterns and are perceived as offering substantially enhanced benefits’. In this manner, the key characteristics of ‘disruption’ connote of genuine ‘change’ with substitutive potential that ultimately produces structural impact.

‘Change’ is defined as achieving a difference in performance and value (especially to customers) whether it is achieved by a product, process, functional, service or utility change. Sometimes change is symptomatic i.e. in methodologies and processes. Other changes may be more substantive, such as customer preferences or shifting the bases of competition. A genuinely disruptive change would be one, whether symptomatic or substantive, which would result in significant market or structural impact upon the industry.

Substitutive potential can arise whether or not the disruption comes from the same sector, or outside of the given sector, as long as the function of substitution may be achieved. Such substitution could be in relation to financial products, intermediation processes or interfaces, or financial markets.

‘Structural impact’ refers to how the change and substituting innovation eventually creates significant repercussions at industry level and causes structural change to the industry itself. Such impact should be pervasive in order to be significant and not merely a flash in the pan. Studying impact can however take time as ‘change’ and ‘substitution’ can undergo a process of institutionalisation which may not be easily foreseen.

We argue that the ‘disruptive innovation’ framework gives rise to these three elements ‘change’, ‘substitutive potential’ and ‘structural impact’ that can inform regulatory thinking. A framework for regulatory thinking is useful to prevent forward-looking or ‘judgment-based’ regulation from being either too passive or precautionary.

70 In the sense of becoming widely adopted as well as enduring, see for example discussion on the nature of IT innovation, which is capable of being merely symptomatic, in Kalle Lyytinen and Gregory M. Rose, ‘The Disruptive Nature of Information Technology Innovations: The Case of InternetComputing in Systems Development Organizations’ (2003) 27 MIS Quarterly 557.
71 Bank of England, The Prudential Regulation Authority’s Approach to Banking Supervision (April 2013) at http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/publications/Documents/praapproach/bankingappr1304.pdf. This is also
First, regulators should discern what ‘change’ in performance or value the financial innovation has brought about. For example, in relation to substantive change, regulators should be interested if new channels for meeting financial needs are being created, and where new, unlicensed intermediaries are introduced in the landscape. Regulators should also take heed if new financial needs are being defined and framed, and the extent of market uptake. In terms of symptomatic change, regulators should take note if existing channels for meeting financial needs are being changed in forms or interfaces, and whether such forms or interfaces are captured within existing regulation. Regulators should also discern if there are changes in legal technology, such as in defining legal relationships, property rights, enforcement rights, in order ascertain if any substantive change has indeed come about in banking or investment paradigms.

Next, the ‘substitutive potential’ of ‘change’ can be highly indicative to regulators as to whether the change is significant enough to be monitored and considered for regulatory initiatives. The ‘disruptive innovation’ model anticipates a form of stealthy but dominant substitution. However, even if a change does become fully substitutive, we are of the view that significant migration effects on the part of financial end-users should warrant regulators’ attention. Substitutive effects may have implications in terms of regulatory arbitrage. For example, an area that regulators ought to have paid great attention to prior to the global financial crisis 2007–9 was the development of securitisation as a means to manage long-term illiquid assets. Securitisation caused change in the way banks managed such long term credit risk, as it substituted long-term monitoring as the traditional form of risk management with marketisation and dispersion of risk. This substitutive effect became widespread, enduring and should have alerted regulators to monitor such change. This substitutive effect in bank prudential risk management can undermine existing regulatory frameworks in prudential regulation that focuses on assets on the books. Regulators would have needed a more robust regulatory framework that integrates on and off-balance sheet assets, as well as credit and market risk.

Finally, regulators need to consider the structural impact of potentially substitutive forms of change. This is not easy to foresee especially if the change is only emerging. For example, will peer-to-peer lending72 become substitutive for traditional bank credit channels? The market is small73 compared to traditional bank credit at the moment, and the structural impact of such an industry is hard to foretell. However, the information analytics techniques and the investment model underlying the peer-to-peer lending products can become substitutive forms of change for how credit is created in the future. Even if the structural impact of a financial innovation is uncertain, regulators could create a dynamic impact map for a form of continuous monitoring to inform regulatory thinking. Much of financial regulation is inevitably tied to the structure of the sector,74 in terms of the characteristics of firms, established institutions and practices in the sector and the key features of marketplaces.
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72 To be discussed shortly in Part B.
73 £378m in the UK as of 2013, see Ulrich Atz and David Bholat, ‘Peer-to-peer Lending and Financial Innovation in the United Kingdom’ (Bank of England Staff Working Paper, April 2016).
Substitutive changes that have a structural impact will inevitably undermine regulatory assumptions underlying these frameworks. Regulators need to be able to adapt to new structures in firms/organisations, marketplaces and intermediation practices and methodologies in order to review constantly if public interest objectives such as investor protection, financial stability and market confidence are being achieved.

The post-crisis financial regulatory environment has become an expanded universe in terms of regulatory objectives.75 This is in response to the recognition that severe governance gaps have arisen in an era of deregulation and minimalist regulation focused on narrowly defined market-based goals such as market efficiency.76 Blind spots have been created in relation to questions such as long-term financial stability, which has now formed the basis of regulatory reforms such as counter-cyclical prudential regulation77 and regulatory reforms designed to mitigate the adverse consequences of too-big-to-fail financial institutions.78 Continuing questions however evolve around the socio-economic legitimacy and utility of financial institutions and marketplaces,79 the ethics of financial intermediation,80 and the distributive consequences of financialisation.81 The regulatory monitoring of the ‘change’, ‘substitutive potential’ and ‘structural impact’ of financial innovation needs to be mapped against this dynamic landscape of the rejuvenation of financial regulation. Regulators should however also take into account the role of private law and informal forms of governance. Private law such as the law of contracts or property may protect investors82 or indeed achieve opposite effects, and can be used as forms of legal technology in creating governance.

75 In particular, Mads Andenas and Iris H-Y Chiu, The Foundations and Future of Financial Regulation (Oxford: Routledge 2014) argue that financial stability has become clearly a priority and underlies many reforms in the UK and European Union. This is now expressly adopted as the UK Prudential Regulation Authority (Bank of England)’s regulatory objective.
78 Such as crisis management and resolution frameworks, see Financial Stability Board (FSB), Key Attributes of Effective Resolution Regimes for Financial Institutions (2014) at http://www.fsb.org/2014/10/r_141015/ and the UK’s ring-fencing reforms of retail banks from their investment counterparts in the banking group, see Financial Services (Banking Reform) Act 2013.
Regulators also act in a governance landscape that is multi-faceted and de-centred and informal governance mechanisms such as industry bodies’ guidance, shareholder activism and other mechanisms also need to be considered in the governance matrix.

‘Disruptive innovation’ is an appropriate framework for this article as the focus is on fintech, which is currently driven by fringe movements in the financial sector or outside of the sector altogether, less so by incumbent companies’ incremental innovation, in keeping with the character of Bower’s and Christensen’s original thesis. Further, we are also of the view that given the rapidly developing nature of financial innovation observed over the past decades, ‘disruptive’ forms of financial innovation are but the norm. Hence, we are of the view that the ‘disruptive innovation’ framework is arguably the only appropriate high-level framework that captures the nature and character of financial innovation in order to flesh out its key aspects.

It may be argued that the ‘disruptive innovation’ framework is too narrow as it does not encompass incremental forms of innovation that could achieve the same effects in terms of change, substitution and impact. We do not think that the use of the ‘disruptive innovation’ framework is inappropriate as it is used in a broader sense focused on the outcome effects of ‘change’, ‘substitution’ and ‘structural impact’, and thus encompasses innovation trajectories that are more evolutionary in nature. This article does not foreclose the possibility that ‘disruptive innovation’ may arise from within an industry incumbent that changes and substitutes its existing products or services in such a way that structural impact is achieved.

This article will proceed to discuss fintech innovation in financial products, services and markets by applying the ‘disruptive innovation’ framework to discuss the aspects of ‘change’, ‘substitutive potential’ and ‘structural impact’. The nature of the ‘change’, ‘substitutive potential’ and ‘structural impact’ of selected fintech developments is necessarily appraised against the fabric of existing developments and our application of the disruptive innovation framework is a highly contextualised approach.

### B. Financial Product Innovation

---


86 Such as hybrid forms of innovation that ultimately achieve ‘regime change’ as suggested in Marc Dijk, Renato J. Orsato and René Kemp, ‘Towards a Regime-Based Typology of Market Evolution’ (2015) 92 Technological Forecasting and Social Change 276 where ‘regime change’ is understood as changes in the existing market regime whether through evolutionary or disruptive (narrowly-defined) forms of innovation.
Financial product innovation is driven by financialisation— the increasing reliance upon finance to meet economic needs. In a political scientist’s view, ‘financialisation is the increase in the influence of financial markets, institutions and elites over both the economy and other institutions of society, including the government.’ Financialisation corresponds with the retreat of the state in welfarism, leaving savers to manage their myriad savings needs including long-term retirement needs via investment.

Saving is defined as deferred consumption, expected to be deployed for use after accumulation, such as for a deposit payment for a house purchase; or for the purposes of capital formation for new productive activity, i.e. investment. In an era of financialisation, the function of saving is increasingly mediated by investment, such that investment has become the key generator of income for deferred consumption. In other words, saving is almost exclusively carried out through investment. Erturk et al describe financialisation as championing a form of democratic participation for households in the investment market, giving opportunities to and empowering households to be engaged in wealth generation through saving in investment.

A key trend in financial product innovation is the broadening of investment choice. Encouraging savers to access financial markets is a confluence of public policy as well as the private interests of the financial sector. The financial sector has grown in importance, scale and profit levels with savers being channelled into its conduits to meet various economic needs. Two key trends in financial innovation which respond to such demand-led forces are the collectivisation of savings for investment, with phenomenal implications for financial product innovation, and the mass-selling of risk management products such as insurance packaged with credit or banking products.

**Collectivisation of Investment Management**

In order to meet the needs of cost-effective access to professional investment management, savings are organised into collective investment vehicles. Collective pooling of savings into investment funds ensures sufficiently affordable access to investment due to economies of scale. However, this gives rise to standardisation in the relational dimension between investment intermediaries and savers, and therefore (ironically) less prospect for tailor-made financial solutions to specific needs. Erturk et al
al critically describes the rise in collective investment management as a form of ‘coupon pool’ capitalism where the masses become feedstock for finance. The collectivisation of savers’ capital into pools intermediated by financial intermediaries results in certain ramifications for the characterisation of the investment paradigm: investment is channelled into a collective product branded by the intermediary’s management competence and expertise. Savers thus invest in abstract ‘products’ and not identified ‘borrowers’. Savers seek accountability for their trust by looking at narrowly defined but comparable performance metrics applied to investment funds, and manage their risks by looking to the right to exit either in a secondary market or through redemption rights. Hence, the financial innovation of collective investment has steadily resulted in the transactionalisation of investment relationships and the de-socialisation of the investment products market in general.

Investment intermediaries compete for market share and engage in marketing and branding to attract financial flows to themselves, Bogle observes that investment intermediaries have become focused upon capturing as much as possible of the supply of capital instead of managing such capital as stewards for the beneficiaries who have entrusted them. Increasingly, investment intermediaries and savers are focused on myopic perspectives in short-termist investment performance.

The changing character of the investment market to be de-personalised, transactional and myopic/short termist is not something that regulators grasped immediately. Much of investment regulation in the UK continued to assume a relational paradigm in investment intermediation, relying on common law rules of duties of care and fiduciary duties to meet investors’ needs. Even standardised regulatory duties for investment intermediaries introduced in the EU, such as a duty of suitability for investment advice, is based on a relational paradigm. In the US, investment advisers regulated under the Investment Advisers Act 1940 owe a fiduciary duty to their clients which encompass aspects of loyalty and care, again emphasising the relationship basis of the intermediary-client paradigm.

Are these relational duties limited and anachronistic in the transactionalised and de-personalised investment environment? Both the UK and EU have now identified deficits in the relational paradigm of client accountability and we see that civil enforcement is relatively impotent in terms of governing investment management practices. The UK is carrying out a study into asset management practices and considering if further regulation may be necessary for directly governing

95 Paul H Dembinski, Finance: Servant or Deceiver (transl by Kevin Cook, Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan 2009).
97 See generally, Timothy Spangler, The Law of Private Investment Funds (Oxford: Oxford University Press 2012). The scope of fiduciary duty is however rather limited, as it is limited to a prescriptive duty and can be contractually modified, see See Law Commission, Fiduciary Duties and Regulatory Rules (Law Com CP No 124, 1995), Seymour v Ockwell & Co and Zurich IFA Ltd [2005] EWHC 1137 (QB), [2005] PNLR 798.
100 See for example, Kathryn Judge, ‘Intermediary Influence’ (2015) 82 University of Chicago Law Review 573.
investment management practices. The EU has already tabled a proposal to govern one aspect of investment funds' practices - the exercise of funds' corporate governance rights in investee companies.

The substitution of private investment management for state welfarism has resulted in irreversible structural impact in the age of financialisation, which includes the growth of the industry of investment management and collectively managed products. The private organisation of collective investment is the prevailing paradigm for savers to meet their long-term investment needs. Law and regulation have been slow to catch onto the nature of the seismic change.

**Mass-selling of Consumer-based Risk Management in Packaged Products**

Another development in financial product innovation is that of bundled elements in financial products, such as credit, insurance and deposit all in one. Such products appeal to consumers as they seem to be a holistic means of meeting financial needs while balanced by appropriate risk management.

The market for bundled products allows financial innovation to be commoditised on a large scale while at the same time creating cost-effective opportunities for access. However, marketization also results in certain perverse incentives towards mis-selling to financial consumers products they may not need. In this way, the financial intermediation relationships have been distorted by perverse incentives to become predatory and transient relationships, increasingly alienated from a sense of professional service. As many financial goods are credence goods, i.e. their performance or utility takes time to become apparent, it is not difficult for financial intermediaries to abuse the agency problem by making immediate sales of products for immediate gain, leaving the end-user to reckon with the utility of the product (or lack thereof) in the longer term.

Bundled products are mass-sold (and mis-sold) to consumers on a phenomenal scale in the UK, and it has taken many years for the mis-selling of payment protection insurance and card identity

---

105 The ‘feedstock syndrome’ referred to earlier, see Ismail Erturk, Julie Froud, Sukhdev Johal, Adam Leaver and Karel Williams, ‘Financialisation, Coupon Pool and Conjuncture’ in Ismail Erturk, Julie Froud, Sukhdev Johal, Adam Leaver and Karel Williams (eds), Financialization At Work: Key Tests and Commentary (Oxford: Routledge, 2008).
106 Paul H Dembinski, Finance: Servant or Deceiver (transl by Kevin Cook, Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan 2009).
protection insurance products to unravel. Although they can serve genuinely useful purposes,\textsuperscript{108} such products have been sold in an undiscriminating manner for the purposes of profit-making.\textsuperscript{109} It has taken years for the regulator to introduce redress mechanisms\textsuperscript{110} and to take enforcement actions against such mis-selling.\textsuperscript{111} The slowness and reactive nature of regulatory response is again an under-appreciation of the seismic change in financialisation and consumer responsibilisation, as increasing commoditisation of financial products and consumers have brought about a structurally predatory sales culture\textsuperscript{112} in the financial sector.

The two trends discussed above have been made possible in a regulatory context where regulators tend not to regulate financial products directly.\textsuperscript{113} This means that financial regulation has seldom prescribed the features of investment products, leaving the design of such products to market forces and leaving it to the market to judge their quality. The entrenched reticence with respect to product quality is understandable, as distortions of perception, which can be introduced by ‘regulatory endorsement’ should be prevented in relation to credence goods.\textsuperscript{114} However, such reticence means that financial intermediaries have a substantial amount of freedom to structure their products in accordance with their incentives and efficiency structures. The true social utility of products is likely affected by the principal-agent problem but the extent of this cannot be determined on an ex ante basis. Mis-selling is not easy to prevent in such a context. In other words, ‘tainted intermediation’ is a structural problem for investors navigating the choice of financial products.

We are of the view that the structural problem of ‘tainted intermediation’ is in part due to the lack of regulatory engagement in the pre-crisis era with developments in product innovation. Applying the ‘disruptive innovation’ framework, regulators should have observed that there are (a) changes in financial consumption trends, (b) changes in intermediary behaviour and culture, (c) observed


\textsuperscript{111} See for eg ‘Lloyd’s Group Hit by Record £117m Fine over PPI Handling’, BCCNews (5 June 2015). CPP mis-selling firms have been fined about £10.5 m in total, see FCA, ‘CPP Card and Identity Protection Compensation Scheme Closure’ (March 2015) at http://www.fca.org.uk/news/compensation-for-card-and-identity-protection-policyholders.

\textsuperscript{112} Jerome Want, Corporate Cultures (NY: St Martin’s Press, 2006); House of Lords and House of Commons, Changing Banking for Good (2013), Vol II.


patterns of ‘substitution’ i.e. from relationship-based to market-based financial intermediation and (d) the emergence of ‘structural impact’ upon the industry in terms of investment collectivisation and mass-selling. These indicia could have provided possibilities to reflect upon public interest needs and the role of regulation and governance. The commoditisation of savers and borrowers and the de-personalisation of the investment paradigm have caused lasting structural impact on the investment management industry, now characterised as short-termist and riddled with principal-agent problems, affecting the ultimate performance and utility of products sold.

Regulators in the UK and EU have begun to take steps to address the structural problem of ‘tainted intermediation’ by regulating conduct of business more stringently. The EU for example has introduced more prescriptive rules of investment management in its largest mutual fund industry, the UCITs, and in conduct of business in advice and distribution generally. The UK has in addition to adopting those rules also imposed its own regime of retail distribution, banning product commissions and forcing investment advisers to be directly remunerated by their clients so as to minimise conflicts of interest at the advisory stage. However, there is still relatively little regulatory thinking on the nature and purposes of the financial products themselves, although ‘product intervention’ powers, as mentioned earlier, have been introduced to prevent potential mis-selling.

Against this context, fintech is leading a new wave of financial product innovation towards reconstructing the relational basis in the investment paradigm, re-connecting savers and borrowers directly. Will this provide a much-needed balance to the deficiencies of the current landscape for retail financial products? We sketch the major key features of these new products and highlight issues for consideration in terms of the regulation and governance.

Fintech and Financial Product Innovation
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116 Particular areas of mention are complex fee structures that often over-charge savers, see findings in FCA, Clarity of Fund Charges: Thematic Review (May 2014) at https://www.fca.org.uk/static/documents/thematic-reviews/tr1407.pdf; and charging saver-beneficiaries for active fund management when little of such is actually done and the fund secretly tracks an index, a practice known as ‘closet-indexing’. See for example, ‘European markets watchdog examines closet trackers’, Financial Times (23 Nov 2014).

117 The EU UCITs Directive 2009 (recast) and its subsequent amendments, especially in the Commission Directive of 2010 have increasingly prescribed conduct of business rules that ensure that such collective investments are managed in beneficiaries’ interests as a whole. Regulatory terms and supervision take the place of individual monitoring and calling to account which consumers are increasingly unable to do, being ‘submerged’ entities in a collective investment pool. Further, the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive 2014 prescribes more conduct of business rules in conflict of interest management, portfolio management and investment advice, and the UK’s Retail Distribution Review 2013, resulting in the enactment of FCA Handbook COBS 6.1A, has banned advisor commissions in order to protect consumers seeking advice at the distribution stage.


New financial products that cater to investors fashion themselves as unconnected to the conventional banking industry that has fallen into disrepute since the global financial crisis 2007-9. They are also marketed as being able to provide alternative returns opportunities in a relatively low interest rate environment. Two key innovations, online crowdfunding and peer-to-peer financial services have arisen to be popular retail investment options of late, and create appeal by distinguishing themselves as being exclusively online interfaces, using digital information technology to change how financial products are offered. These new products also seem to differentiate themselves from the collectivisation and mass-selling culture discussed above. These products encourage direct consumer interfaces and evaluation, and seem to tease the consumer into a sense of empowerment and engaged selection. However, we suggest that these products are in early days of development. The sense of refreshing ‘alternativeness’ offered by these products inherently contains a trade-off for the consumer - a higher degree of responsibilisation and diligence is required. Moreover, these products do not yet benefit from the standardised regulatory protections attached to established products in advice and distribution. Further, the ‘alternativeness’ of these products may be over-sold. These products are often structured as collective products in which consumers participate, and so the submergence of individual consumers into a ‘pool’ is the same investment structure as that which persists in the mainstream. The increasingly popularity of such products could also lead to more standardisation and ‘mass-selling’.

Online crowdfunding allows individuals to participate in funding a project, by pooling small contributions together. The project could be a civic movement, a cultural project, a community development or a small business. Crowdfunders do not share ownership of the project but instead enjoy gifts or tokens of appreciation from the project owners and managers. This means of fund-raising has become popular with small businesses and with investors - small businesses are able to raise important though small sums for starting up and developing, while not being subject to expensive compliance requirements under securities regulation, and investors enjoy the appeal of selecting the recipient of their funding as a matter of personal choice. In fact, commentators point out that such investment choices are socially embedded, involving elements of consideration for social or public worthiness, relational dimensions such as being family or friends of the finance-
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seeker,\textsuperscript{124} and other factors that are not economically rational, such as being supportive of the local community\textsuperscript{125} or heeding an online herding trend.\textsuperscript{126}

Online peer-to-peer (P2P) financial services, of which the most significant is P2P lending in consumer credit,\textsuperscript{127} allows individuals to post information on an online platform in order to attract lenders. Typically lenders may finalise a price for the loan (ie interest rate and duration, through an open auction process or through posting,\textsuperscript{128} and would only take fractions of the total amount sought. Hence, the online platform brokers a syndicated loan for the loan-seeker, charging a fee for such brokering service, as well as servicing of the payments made. The loans may range from 12-60 months in duration, and the lenders bear the risk of default.

Online crowdfunding and P2P financial services are a growing sector, and major players such as the Lending Club Corporation and On Deck Capital in the US have already listed on the New York Stock Exchange. Regulators, anxious that financial innovation should not be unduly stifled, have been tentative on governing these areas. In the US, the JOBS Act creates exemptions for online crowdfunding if certain investor protection thresholds are met, and eases some requirements for P2P platforms imposed by the Securities Exchange Commission in terms of filing prospectuses.\textsuperscript{129} In the UK, P2P lenders are subject to a modified version of capital adequacy and disclosure requirements that are proportionate for their business,\textsuperscript{130} while online crowdfunding platforms need to ensure that certain investor protections are achieved, such as marketing largely to sophisticated investors and limiting the exposure of retail investors’ net assets to such opportunities.\textsuperscript{131}

Regulators are taking restrained approaches to govern the new fintech products in a highly derivative manner from existing regulatory regimes. This approach may be based on a presumption that the issues that may arise from such financial innovation are the same, or that the regulatory objectives are equivalent. Hence, the UK FCA’s reliance on capital adequacy requirements to govern P2P lenders, mimicking banking regulation, and the reliance placed by both the US SEC and UK FCA

\textsuperscript{125} May explain the home bias found in Mingfeng Lin and Siva Viswanathan, ‘Home Bias in Online Investments: An Empirical Study of an Online Crowdfunding Market’ (2016) 62 Management Science 1393.
\textsuperscript{129} See Karina Sigar, ‘Fret No More: Inapplicability of Crowdfunding Concerns in the Internet Age and the Jobs Act’s Safeguards’ (2012) 64 Administrative Law Review 473. In particular, the SEC requirements have been criticised in Andrew Verstein, ‘The Misregulation of Person-to-Person Lending’ (2011) 45 University of California at Davis Law Review 445.
\textsuperscript{130} For example, many P2P lenders are asked to set aside £20,000 a minimum capital supported by variable capital based on total lending, such as 0.3% of the first £50m lent by investors, thereafter 0.2% of the next £450m followed by 0.1% of £500m and above of investors’ lending (until March 2017, after which the adequacy requirements are revised to be £50,000 minimum plus a variable capital in the formulation above.) See FCA, The FCA’s Regulatory Approach to Crowdfunding over the Internet and the Promotion of Non-readily Realisable Securities by Other Media; Feedback to CP13/13 and Final Rules (March 2014).
\textsuperscript{131} Above.
on disclosure and exempt offerings under securities regulation to deal with online crowdfunding.\footnote{The UK FCA allows equity crowdfunding to be open to sophisticated investors only, or retail investors capped at 10\% of their investible assets. See FCA, ‘The FCA’s Regulatory Approach to Crowdfunding over the Internet, And the Promotion of Non-Readily Realisable Securities by Other Media: Feedback to CP13/13 and Final Rules’ (March 2014) at http://www.fca.org.uk/static/documents/policy-statements/ps14-04.pdf.}
The broad critique against such approaches is that they are derivative in nature and such an approach is questionable in terms of its wisdom to deal with new issues. That said, such regulatory regimes are by no means finalised and the article does not engage in a protracted critique of regulatory regimes that are only emerging. Instead, we propose using the ‘disruptive innovation’ framework above to flesh out the key ‘changes’, ‘substitutive potential’ and ‘structural impact’ that are relevant for regulatory monitoring.

\textbf{A ‘Disruptive Innovation’ Model in Understanding the Implications of Fintech Product Innovation}

As discussed above, ‘tainted intermediation’ is a structural problem for investors navigating the choice of financial products. Financial products based on fintech innovation may offer a refreshing option. Using a disruptive innovation framework, we discuss below how online crowdfunding and P2P lending introduces ‘change’, ‘substitutive potential’ and ‘structural impact’ for regulatory consideration.

In terms of ‘change’, online crowdfunding and P2P lending models offer direct access to retail investors for many small amounts of contribution, hence commentators describe this feature as a form of ‘disintermediation’.\footnote{Paul Jeffrey and David Arnold, ‘Disrupting Banking’ (2014) Business Strategy Review 11.} The benefit of disintermediation is the reconstruction of the relationship between borrower and saver directly. Besides such disintermediation seems available at a cost that is affordable,\footnote{Jon M. Garon, ‘Mortgaging the Meme: Financing and Managing Disruptive Innovation’ (2012) 10 Nw. J. Tech. & Intell. Prop. 441.} through platform-based technologies that are able to match the supply and demand sides of capital, and even offer comparative information, choice and access.\footnote{See for example, discussions in Brett King, \textit{Breaking Banks: The Innovators, Rogues, and Strategists Rebooting Banking} (Chicester: John Wiley & Sons 2014); Geoffrey G. Parker, Marshall W. Van Alstyne and Sangeet Paul Choudary, \textit{Platform Revolution: How Networked Markets are Transforming the Economy--and How to Make Them Work for You} (WW Norton & Co 2016).} Does such ‘disintermediation’ offer a powerful alternative to the existing structures of intermediation?

We are sceptical of the empowering claims of disintermediation for ultimate borrowers and savers/lenders.\footnote{Also see Part C.} This is because these products significantly change the patterns in risk allocation. Using online crowdfunding and P2P portals, investors vet their investees/borrowers directly using information posted and determine whether or not to extend their contribution, hence bearing in full the credit, as well as market risks associated with their investment. This is a change from the full intermediation model offered by depositary banks and partial intermediation models offered by investment firms which are subject to a range of disclosure, conduct of business rules and portfolio composition rules.\footnote{Such as the European UCITs, see generally, Niamh Moloney, \textit{EU Securities and Financial Markets Regulation} (Oxford: OUP 2015) at chapter III.1-3.} Regulators need to be mindful of the public interest implications from such a change in risk allocation, and consider whether investors’ expectations are commensurate with the risk levels they are assuming. Further, does private law address investors’ needs if they should wish...
to take enforcement action against their borrowers or lending platforms? Regulators should be mindful that these products are ultimately collective investment products where individual investments are aggregated and investors may not have an individual ‘claim’ against the borrower. Without going into length in this paper and notwithstanding this to be an important question, private law actions are highly arguable as the collective nature of the investment and the lack of a form of securities regulation makes any individual claim more difficult to sustain against the borrower. Further the limited nature of the platform’s intermediation role also makes it difficult to sustain conduct of business claims against them. At a basic level, investors must appreciate that there is a concomitant shift in risk allocation towards them with potentially lower levels of investor protection.

Nevertheless, the social embedment of online crowdfunding and P2P lending may infuse investment decisions with considerations beyond efficiency and economic viability. These factors may make such financial markets more diverse and less prone to systemic herding forces that pervade many conventional financial markets. However, how the social underpinnings of such investments would work out in balancing the financial eco-system is uncertain, and what other unintended consequences may entail need to be studied.

Moreover, online crowdfunding and P2P pending platforms are changing the way a lending or investment decision is made. Empirical research has produced mixed results as to how robustly lenders and investors accurately process information posted about the borrower/investee prospects. Research has indicated that information technology breakthroughs have allowed lenders/investors to better assess the credit risk of borrowers/investees,\(^\text{138}\) but at the same time, research has also found that lenders/investors rely on impressionistic short-hand information such as prospects’ appearance to make decisions.\(^\text{139}\) Such de-standardisation and subjectivisation is not based on robust assumptions of retail lenders’ and investors’ assessment of information and decision-making. There are potential investor protection and market stability issues that may require regulatory monitoring in such a de-standardised and subjective market interface.

In terms of ‘substitutive potential’, it may be argued that online crowdfunding and P2P lending are unlikely to be able to coordinate very large amounts. Hence traditional banks and investment banks continue to play an important part in large scale finance such as in corporate and project finance. The substitutive potential is greatest for smaller amounts, i.e. small business and individual consumer credit.\(^\text{140}\) However, regulators need to monitor these areas even if the amounts involved are not phenomenal. This is because areas of consumer credit and small business finance command social attention and public interest concern - scandals that arise in these quarters often trigger significant social response.

Finally, in terms of structural impact, we see the online crowdfunding and P2P lending models as ushering in two key structural trends. One is the use of information analytics to automate much of


financial communications and intermediation, and the other is the consolidation of innovative and conventional forms of financial intermediation in bringing about new transformations.

Online crowdfunding and P2P lending platforms provide a significant amount of information to lenders/investors, whether posted by the prospects themselves or linked to social networking sites, where the prospects may be vetted as individuals, and not just according to standardised financial information. Information technology breakthroughs may be able to achieve efficiency in data analytics, the use of big data, and transform how investment market interfaces work. The ‘levelling’ of information asymmetry made possible by such data analytics revolutions could go towards mitigating one of the entrenched features of the principal-agent problem in ‘tainted intermediation’. Investors could be given more and relevant information, and be in a position to demand more transparency too.

Conventional banking and investment firms are starting to adopt such new interfaces and methodology used by online crowdfunding and P2P lending platforms, having a transformative effect upon financial sector intermediation more widely. Further, the consolidation of fringe or alternative fintech businesses into mainstream financial groups could also result in structural transformation in the industry. We already see Lending Club tying up with Union Bank in order to achieve a public flotation, and banks taking stakes in P2P lenders in order to use the P2P front to grow their market shares.

We are of the view that fintech products have the potential to counteract some aspects of sub-optimal principal-agent problems in conventional financial intermediation. However, their novelty and disintermediated interfaces bring investor protection issues more sharply into focus, making regulators more anxious about their governance implications. Regulators need to study the key change in risk allocation and compare with the relative merits and deficiencies of mainstream intermediation where structural principal-agent problems are rife. Regulators should also monitor the footprint of the new fintech-based products to determine in what areas of credit they have a substitutive effect and whether such substitutive potential could become structurally significant. In that light, regulators can then determine the scope of the necessary regulatory perimeter for these new fintech-based products and the design of regulatory governance in order to achieve an appropriate degree of investor protection and financial stability.

We do not present presumptively a blueprint for how online crowdfunding or P2P lending ought to be governed, only fleshing out relevant issues using the ‘disruptive innovation’ framework to develop regulatory thinking. We believe that this approach is better able to inform reasoned policy-making that does not merely address the symptomatic or is derivative in nature.

C. Financial Intermediation Interfaces and Processes

Financial intermediation processes are subject to constant evolution and innovation, in response to market and regulatory changes. New intermediary entities, new processes and methodologies in asset, risk and liquidity transformations, and new interfaces of engagement with investors
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142 Eg Auswide Bank in Australia taking a 20% stake in Moneyplace, a P2P lender.
characterise the nature of innovation in financial intermediation. These changes have been driven by the needs of operational cost-effectiveness and efficiency, consumer demand for certain attributes of their experience, such as speed, simplicity and easy access, the forces of competition and breakthroughs in financial, legal and digital technology. Investors have moved from relying on a bank branch manager’s investment advice to using external systems of rating such as credit ratings for corporate debt and securities. Short-term borrowing by banks has moved from inter-bank lending arrangements to highly developed wholesale money markets where short-term borrowing is financed by collateral and can be obtained from money market funds, asset managers other wholesale sector institutions. Financial innovation has also developed many changes to user interfaces, from the bank teller to the automated teller machine and internet banking. Investors are shifting from face-to-face investment advice sessions to automated advice portals or robo-advisers and online execution-only products.

The new wave of financial innovation led by fintech continues along some common themes that have persisted through the years of financial intermediation evolution. Two key themes are disintermediation (and re-intermediation) and automation.

Disintermediation?

Disintermediation often refers to innovations that allow the by-passing of existing middlemen so that the entities at the end of the supply and demand chain (i.e. savers/investors and borrowers/fund raisers) could meet directly. In finance, ‘middlemen’ or intermediaries may perform a variety of roles. French and Leyschon describe these as ‘Type 1’, ‘Type 2’ and ‘Type 3’ roles. Type 1 roles refer largely to intermediation in terms of information and transaction costs. For example, the use of a broker to execute purchases and sales of securities is a Type 1 intermediation. The broker engages in information intermediation for the investor, informing the investor of buy and sell research, and carries out the execution of the investor’s trade. Type 1 intermediation is essentially of a brokerage nature.

Type 2 intermediation involves a form of asset transformation, usually in respect of liquidity. For example, the full intermediation performed by banks that take customer deposits on an on-demand basis in order to transform deposits into long-term loans. More recent types of transformations include securitisation, which is the transformation of illiquid and relationship-based assets like mortgage loans into more standardised and marketable securities that can be sold more widely to investors. Collective investment is also a Type 2 intermediation.

143 Such as in Woods v Martins Bank Ltd [1959] 1 QB 55.
144 Morning Star ratings for investment funds, for example.
148 Foley v Hill (1848) 2 HLC 28, 9 ER 1002.
Type 3 intermediation involves efficiency transformation. For example, banks have been challenged by credit card companies in respect of payments and consumer credit since the 1980s, and these incumbents are now being challenged by digital payment systems developed by fintech companies such as Amazon, Google and Alipay.

Disintermediation has been understood by different commentators in different ways. One line of literature views disintermediation as primarily a move away from using bank-based intermediation towards other intermediaries that are capital markets-based. The implications from such a move are significant for regulatory regimes that have primarily focused on bank regulation. These include considerations of regulatory arbitrage, i.e. whether such intermediaries are managing similar risks like banks and ought to be regulated in a similar manner, via the extension of prudential regulation; whether the risk allocation between such intermediaries and investors has changed and hence give rise to a need to look into gaps in investor protection, and generally reviewing if sectoral forms of regulation that focus excessively on banks need to be recalibrated in scope and application.

151 This has been adopted by the European Union, which extended an adapted form of the international Basel II Accord for bank prudential regulation to investment firms as well, Directive 2006/49/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 14 June 2006 on the capital adequacy of investment firms and credit institutions (recast).
Another line of literature is more business-oriented and looks into whether the supply and demand sides for investment capital are actually able to transact directly without the assistance of Types 1, 2 or 3 intermediaries. For example, one could argue that the development of online platforms allows insurance purchasers to buy directly from insurance companies and hence the role of the insurance broker is subject to disintermediation. This is a form of Type 1 disintermediation, where the internet revolution facilitates more effective access to information, thus giving insurance purchasers the tools to bypass the insurance broker. Nevertheless, we observe that new providers arise to offer services to compare features and premiums for insurance products, hence consumers may prefer to use an online comparison site in order to decide which insurance products to buy. In this sense, the apparent disintermediation we observed is only temporary, giving rise to new re-intermediation by new or existing providers. Even if the internet has revolutionised information access, information gathering and analysis is still a time-consuming exercise, and the room for re-intermediation has quickly been filled up by fintech innovation in the form of comparison and rating sites.

One may also see the advent of the blockchain technology as being able to introduce real disintermediation in financial investment transactions. This is because blockchain, which is a distributed ledger technology, allows the supply and demand sides of capital to meet online and to execute transactions as a private arrangement verified and sealed by secure cryptographic technology maintained by volunteer software engineers. The use of blockchain technology to execute and confirm transactions ensures that the veracity of such transactions are not dependent on the settlement, clearing and centralised custodial systems underlying securities markets, hence we can bypass the existing financial intermediation infrastructure. Although the distributed ledger technology has genuine disintermediating effects, it does not offer information intermediation or asset, maturity and liquidity transformation. Hence, an investor that seeks those services are unlikely to be able to avoid using financial intermediaries altogether. Disintermediation is not only about the technological capabilities offered for the purpose, it correspondingly requires increased due diligence, oversight and increased endeavour and responsibility on the part of investors. These trade-offs do not make it certain that investors would opt for disintermediating options and relegate financial intermediaries to obsolescence.

Where Types 1 and 3 disintermediation are concerned, commentators are sceptical that there has been real disintermediation of a lasting impact. Even if certain intermediation processes and interfaces can be disrupted by cheaper and more accessible alternatives, the cost of information mediation and transaction formation are not eliminated. Disintermediation only gives rise to re-
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155 The leading site in the UK is moneysupermarket.com.
intermediation, and as Lin observes, finance is a persistent state of ‘infinite intermediation’. Gialdini and Lenglet describe the persistence of financial intermediation as being due to the need for translators of processes to bring together the supply and demand sides for investment capital, and this hermeneutic function is a form of sense-making in order to help each side achieve their ends.

For example, example, payment users who switch from credit cards to google pay are not supporting disintermediation as such, but re-intermediation. The recognition of the reality of disintermediation as being a largely transitional process to re-intermediation would help regulators in conceptualising the scope of regulatory regimes and to consider conduct risks in new re-intermediary relationships. For example, the UK FCA is monitoring how new information intermediaries like price comparison websites influence consumer behaviour and are looking into ensuring that their conduct is fair and aboveboard. Price comparison websites can be incentivised to influence consumer behaviour under conflicts of interest, for example by placing certain search results high in the list where these are from providers that pay them commissions. The FCA has brought price comparison websites within its regulatory perimeter. It has further conducted a thematic review in 2014 revealing failings in price comparison websites’ conduct, such as making recommendations about best products to buy without explaining clearly the basis for doing so.

In terms of Type 2 disintermediation, Lin is of the view that asset transformation functions are highly sophisticated and difficult to disintermediate fully. This is because the benefits of such disintermediation are less clear cut. Although investors may pay less fees for relatively disintermediated investment options such as P2P lending, investors do not enjoy the risk management and asset transformation offered by Type 2 intermediaries such as mutual and hedge funds. The lower cost of access to more highly disintermediated opportunities such as P2P lending has to be juxtaposed against the greater information diligence that has to be undertaken by the investor in light of the investor’s full assumption of credit risk. Indeed, commentators see that re-intermediation trends in this industry are already arising. Credit scoring intermediaries and other
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165 Although fees for such services would be relatively higher. That said, these intermediaries are also under scrutiny and pressured by market forces to moderate their fees. See FCA, Asset Management Market Study (Nov 2015) which is looking into whether asset management fees are appropriate, delivering value for money. On hedge fund fees, see ‘Hedge Funds and Private Equity Funds Pressured to Cut Fees’, Financial Times (21 Feb 2016); ‘Down to 1.4 and 17%’, The Economist (8 Feb 2014) discussing how fee reduction is a response to market forces and affects fund strategies.

information mediation agents have arisen to bridge the information and diligence gaps for investors. Investors in this industry would still incur a set of new transaction costs.

**Automation**

A persistent trend that shapes financial intermediation methodologies and interfaces is the use of automation to improve efficiencies for both savers/investors and borrowers/fund-raisers. Earlier uses of automation have been focused on information and data organisation, such as organising borrower information to help the exercise of human judgment in making underwriting decisions.\(^{167}\) Such automation is able to take the ‘manual chores’ out of the financial intermediation processes and achieve operational efficiency, complementing the exercise of human judgement. The efficiency savings would likely also be experienced by borrowers as there is less delay in waiting for approvals for mortgages or other credit,\(^{168}\) and borrowers would be assured a process where information about them has been comprehensively collected, and consistently organised and used.

However automation innovation is also driven by human curiosity that wishes to see how far artificial intelligence can be developed.\(^{169}\) Increasingly, artificial intelligence is used to substitute for the judgment functions that humans carry out in the financial intermediation processes. Two key trends are robo-advice and algorithmic trading. We turn to robo-advice and will return to algorithmic trading to be discussed in the next Part.

Robo-advisors have arisen in the financial services marketplace as a cost-effective means for small investors to obtain investment advice that is tailor-made. They are essentially automated interfaces that offer investment advice and discretionary investment management services without the intervention of a human adviser, using algorithms and asset allocation models that are advertised as being tailored to each individual’s investment needs.

Robo-advisers take the information automation developments in the industry to a new level. They could be fed with significant amounts of information on investment products, risk classifications and forward-looking information, and they could be made to perform the mapping task between such information and investor information that is provided to them. The robustness of the mapping exercise would largely depend on whether the robo-adviser is programmed in such a way as to be able to categorise investor information well and make the right interpretations out of them.

Commentators have mixed views on whether robo-advisers can robustly map and interpret investor information accurately and then ‘recommend’ a range of suitable products to investors. Supporting commentators are of the view that the robo-adviser is a genuine low-cost investment adviser for small investors, and serves the purpose of financial inclusion and access.\(^{170}\) Robo-advice can in


principle be promoted even if the robo-advising capabilities need to be refined. Further, the robo-adviser is seen to be more capable of consistent interpretation and application of information.\textsuperscript{171}

However, Fein voices scepticism of robo-advisers as they are seen to be unable to substitute for certain capabilities of human judgment, and hence cannot discharge the fiduciary standard of care or the suitability standard for investment advice that are currently imposed under legislation for US investment advisers and broker-dealers.\textsuperscript{172} In particular, she voices doubts as to robo-advisers’ capability to have a holistic view of investors’ portfolio needs. Such holistic or ‘peripheral vision’ in exercising judgment about an investor’s portfolio is a human capability that artificial intelligence is likely unable to replicate. Further, robo-advisers tend to standardise the information they have been provided and are not able to detect nuances in investors’ communications and sentiment. These limitations make robo-advisers unable to fully comprehend an investors’ appetite and needs. She also thinks that robo-advisers suffer from the same agency problems as human advisers, in terms of conflicts of interest management, and may in fact be less effective in drawing investors’ attention to such matters.\textsuperscript{173}

We are unlikely to see a rollback on the innovative developments in automation and artificial intelligence.\textsuperscript{174} The profound implications of such change lie primarily in the substitution of human labour, and increasingly human judgment, and regulators need to consider if such a development is adequately captured within existing conduct of business rules and whether private law bargaining and remedies can address investor protection needs. The UK FCA envisions that automated advice can be provided without the need for human intervention in the regime of ‘simplified advice’,\textsuperscript{175} for the benefit of retail customers. Nevertheless it is for the providers of such automated portals to demonstrate that they meet the same standards of suitability as imposed on investment advisers generally. Regulators should consider how evolutions in automation affect the scope of regulated entities, the setting of regulatory standards and the attachment of responsibilities and liability.\textsuperscript{176}

\textit{A ‘Disruptive Innovation’ Model in Understanding the Implications of Fintech in Intermediation Processes and Interfaces}

Fintech is will constantly push the boundaries in disintermediation, re-intermediation and automation, likely focusing on customer user interfaces and the consumer experience.\textsuperscript{177} Applying the ‘disruptive innovation’ framework to such developments, we highlight the ‘changes’ with

\textsuperscript{176} See for example Scopino’s argument that firms that develop and use automated trading agents that are programmed by algorithms should be registered andregulated by the US Commodities and Futures Trading Commission, Gregory Scopino, ‘Preparing Financial Regulation for the Second Machine Age: The Need for Oversight Of Digital Intermediaries in the Futures Markets’ (2015) Columbia Business Law Review 439.
\textsuperscript{177} Price Waterhouse Coopers, \textit{Blurred Lines: How Fintech is Shaping the Financial Services Industry} (March 2016).
‘substitutive potential’ that are likely to have ‘structural impact’ in order to frame the relevant perspectives for regulatory thinking.

Regulators need to pay attention to the changes in terms of new intermediaries that arise as a result of new technologies in intermediation processes and interfaces, and consider if those new industries give rise to gaps in investor and consumer protection as well as regulatory arbitrage. It need not be assumed that the wholesale extension of regulatory perimeter is always warranted, and indeed the adaptation of regulatory design is almost always warranted.

For example, we are of the view that the FCA’s approach to price comparison websites should be refined in light of their comparative properties. Such websites are useful to consumers for comparative purposes, and so perhaps conduct of business standards should focus on this particular aspect, ensuring that the ‘comparative expectations’ are met. We would like to see specific conduct of business rules for example dealing with website capabilities in surveying the whole of the market, and explicitly revealing any limitations, and setting out clearly the parameters of comparison and how the results should be used. These are different standards from those generally applicable to individual advice and thus, conventional conduct of business rules under the UK and EU legislation may be over and under-inclusive at the same time.

New intermediaries such as information intermediaries for online P2P and crowdfunding portals should be monitored, as well as new payment intermediaries such as Apply iPay, Google pay and Amazon payments, in order to discern changes in performance and conduct of business aspects that affect regulatory objectives. In terms of credit information intermediaries, regulators need to consider the market and systemic importance of the accuracy of their representations. It may be considered as to whether regulatory principles should be introduced for intermediaries’ internal quality systems for the formation of opinions as well as their communication formats. In terms of payment intermediaries, the regulatory objectives of payment integrity, settlement certainty and systemic orderliness should guide regulators in considering how such new payment intermediaries should be governed as compared to existing bank-based payment systems and credit card providers. Further, existing intermediaries who foray into new areas should also be monitored in terms of the implications for the existing regulatory parameters. For example, asset managers are increasingly becoming important in asset and liquidity transformation, rivalling banks in the

---

178 Duties imposed on financial intermediaries via the EU Markets in Financial Instruments Directive 2014 and the UK FCA Handbook Conduct of Business Sourcebook include the duty to provide suitable or appropriate advice, the duty of best execution, the duty to make fair, clear and not misleading communications, the duty to protect client money and assets, to manage conflicts of interest and avoid inducements that are not permitted, see discussions in chapter 6, Iain MacNeil, *An Introduction to the Law on Financial Investment* (Oxford: Hart 2012, 2nd ed); Niamh Moloney, *EU Securities and Financial Markets Regulation* (Oxford; OUP 2015) at Part IV generally.

179 Not to be as far-reaching as the EU Regulation of Credit Rating Agencies 2009 (amd 2011, 2013) but certainly worth considering the rationale for regulation of information intermediaries and what aspects of market failures and public interest there are, see Iris H-Y Chiu, ‘Regulatory Governance of Credit Rating Agencies in the EU: The Perils of Pursuing the Holy Grail of Rating Accuracy’ (2013) European Journal of Risk and Regulation 199 and cites within.

importance of these functions, and it is important to monitor their prudential conduct in such transformations and impact on systemic risk.\textsuperscript{181}

In terms of substitutive potential, it is important for regulators to pay special attention to how far functions of human judgment may be substituted by fintech innovations that continue to accelerate automation in financial services. There may be scope for considering whether some functions should not be fully or partly substituted by human judgment and how complementarity with human judgment should be preserved. On the other hand, it is also pertinent to consider to what extent the substitution for human discretion may indeed improve the principal-agent problems in the client-intermediary relationship.

Further, it may be important to qualify the use of automation in risk management and the making of prudential judgments, as bank internal models for capital adequacy have been shown to be inadequate before the global financial crisis 2007-9, grossly under-estimating risk. Models can be manipulated to be overly optimistic in order to avoid regulatory obligations,\textsuperscript{182} and it is important to discern what perverse incentives there are in using automation. Scopino also points out that one of the implications of the substitution of human judgment is the reframing of responsibility and liability for financial services providers. Robots cannot be directly impugned for the outputs they deliver, hence liability and responsibility need to be framed appropriately for the designers and users of such interfaces and processes. This is an area fraught with debate as we need to consider whether the effects upon the market are important enough for us to define liabilities into strict forms, such as adopted in the EU and UK in relation to market manipulation,\textsuperscript{183} or whether states of mind and standards of care are relevant and to what extent.

Finally in terms of structural impact, the automation and online provision of many financial intermediation processes and interfaces will continue to bring major changes in the financial sector. The relocation of financial intermediation processes into the virtual sphere raises implications in terms of globalisation and the reach of territorial regulation, cyber-risks, confidentiality, and shifts in the relational dimensions of the intermediary-client relationship. There is a need for regulators to coordinate with each other at the international level in terms of standard-setting as well as global surveillance, information sharing and enforcement assistance.\textsuperscript{184} There is scope to consider the


\textsuperscript{183} Eg see \textit{Winterflood Securities Ltd (Winterflood) and two others v Financial Services Authority (FSA)} [2010] EWCA Civ 423 which affirmed that market manipulation liability is premised on effects of distortion in the market and not on the state of mind relating to the trading behaviour that gave rise to those effects, subject to rather narrowly defined defences in the EU Market Abuse Regulation 2014.

\textsuperscript{184} Such international coordination has been greatly accelerated since the Financial Stability Board and Basel Committee undertook substantial efforts to coordinate international standard setting and international coordination. For eg see the Financial Stability Board’s \textit{Global Shadow Banking Monitoring Report} issued since 2013 as a consolidation of global coordinated surveillance findings; and the Board also coordinates international guidelines and best practices for information sharing in relation to systemically important financial institutions, Basel Capital Accord compliance and resolution arrangements. See for eg \textit{Guidance on Cooperation and Information Sharing with Host Authorities of Jurisdictions where a G-SIFI has a Systemic Presence that are Not Represented on its CMG} (Nov 2015); \textit{Information Sharing for Resolution Purposes} (Oct 2013).
necessity for extra-territorial legislation. It is important for regulators to work with technology experts and a network of surveillance and enforcement agencies in addressing how cyber-risks may affect traditional conceptions of investor protection and intermediary responsibility. Finally, regulators must also be aware that fintech developments that may appear ‘alternative’ today could rapidly become widely adopted and regulators should not be taken by surprise. The judgment-based approach championed internationally and in the UK can form the basis for a regulatory approach that adopts early monitoring and reflective consideration of the key aspects of fintech innovation in terms of ‘change’, ‘substitutive potential’ and ‘structural impact’ in considering regulatory implications.

We also think that fintech in intermediary interfaces and processes provides inspiration for possible regulatory innovation that will being about significant structural impact. For example, fintech advancement could be applied to financial consumer dispute resolution. This is an important complement to the structural changes in financial intermediation processes and interfaces. As consumers are increasingly promised cost-effective, quick, immediate access to financial intermediation services that could be partly or fully automated, why should not consumer disputes be capable of resolution within similar principles, frameworks and interfaces? In the UK, there is scope to consider developing the Financial Ombudsman service in this way.

D. Market-places in Finance

---

185 such as under the European Union Market Abuse Directive that potentially targets any market abuse activity in relation to financial instruments that are traded on European financial markets which can be concurrently traded elsewhere, Article 2(4) of the Market Abuse Regulation 2014 states that the prohibition of market abuse behaviour and hence the enforcement against such behaviour is in relation to financial instruments traded on regulated and authorised trading exchanges or platforms, so trading conduct that occurs in a third country affecting such instruments would be caught within the scope of the Regulation.

186 For eg see Morgan Stanley, Beyond Firewalls: A New World of Cyber Security (Nov 2015). It is to be noted that the US SEC has started to adopt Regulations that deal with cyber risks, in particular to ensure that regulated institutions and markets have control structures in place to address information security and deal with cyber risks, such as Regulation SCI, Regulation S-P at https://www.sec.gov/spotlight/cybersecurity.shtml. This area is still generally submerged in ‘organisational arrangements’ in the EU, with no specific flagging up of cyber risks see for eg Art 16, Markets in Financial Instruments Directive that deals generally with the continuity and efficiency of operations, sound governance structures, general internal control and safeguard of information. In sum there are regulatory duties imposed on firms to ensure adequate infrastructure, systems and safeguards but the extent of firms legal liabilities are yet untested.


188 See sections 225 to 232, UK Financial Services and Markets Act 2000. The Ombudsman has compulsory jurisdiction over regulated financial entities and consumers can make complaints against financial services providers. Consumers experience an informal and cost-effective dispute resolution process based on principles of fairness and justice. See for eg R. (on the application of IFG Financial Services Ltd) v Financial Ombudsman Service Ltd [2005] EWHC 1153. The Ombudsman has the power to award up to £150,000 in compensation to aggrieved consumers whose complaints are upheld but the award is subject to res judicata, which means that claimants are not allowed to claim for further damages through court litigation, Clark v In Focus Asset Management & Tax Solutions Ltd [2012] EWHC 3669 QB and [2014] EWCA Civ 118.
Finally we turn to how market-places in finance have been constituted and are evolving in order to discern the aspects of ‘change’, ‘substitution’ and ‘structural impact’ that may inform regulatory considerations.

Market-places in financial instruments used to tend towards centralisation. This is because the network effects of users favour consolidating transactions in a dominant marketplace where transactions can be more efficiently executed. The rise of national stock exchanges for corporate securities reflected this particular tendency. However, the rise of market monopolies or oligopolies has produced uncompetitive effects, and this has led to a deliberate policy movement in the US, UK and EU to foster market competition, ie to stimulate a market for markets. The development of market competition in the UK was led by harmonised EU legislation. Policy intervention in this area may be regarded as addressing a market failure, but may also be regarded as distorting. Nevertheless, such policy intervention has produced a largely fragmented state of financial market structures. Inter-market competition and fragmentation has become a structural reality in financial marketplaces. Against this context, we will discuss recent developments such as dark pools, trading innovations and even alternative ‘utopian’ marketplaces denominated in unconventional value carriers (such as private currencies like bitcoin).

The Fragmented Markets Phenomenon

In the US, UK and EU an array of marketplaces cater for broker-dealers’ trading activities, from national exchanges in New York, London and Frankfurt to electronic networks set up by brokerages and investment banks, such as BATS which consolidated with Chi-X, Instinet (bought by Nomura) and Archipelago which was consolidated with the NYSE. We could also consider investment banks’ order books as internal marketplaces; internalisation being frequently practiced in the EU. Into the picture

191 John C Coffee, “Competition Versus Consolidation: The Significance Of Organizational Structure In Financial And Securities Regulation” (1995) 50 Business Lawyer 447; Jason Fink, Kristin E. Fink, James P. Weston, ‘Competition on the Nasdaq and the Growth of Electronic Communication Networks’ (2006) 30 Journal of Banking and Finance 2537 found collusive behaviour on established exchanges such as NasDaq that extracted excessive rents from trading participants, and hence support the beneficial effects of competition to reduce such market failures.
192 The US encouraged market competition by placing markets on a level playing field under Regulation NMS which required all bid and offer prices to be posted on a Consolidated Quotation system, and by requiring that trade-through be achieved, i.e the routing of orders to the execution venue with the best price, see discussion in Stephen Diamond and Jennifer Kuan, ‘The Importance of Institutional Design: Evidence from the New York Stock Exchange IPO and Reg. NMS’ (2012) at http://ssrn.com/abstract=1987275. Where the EU is concerned, the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive 2004 encouraged the flourishing of alternative trading venues such as electronic trading networks away from main exchanges, subjecting all to the same pre and post-trade price transparency obligations, therefore fostering a form of level playing field without a trade-through rule or Consolidated Quotation system, see Jean-Pierre Casey and Karel Lannoo, “The MiFID Implementing Measures: Excessive Detail or Level Playing Field?” CEPS Working Paper No.1, May 2006, at www.ceps.be; Lena Körber, Oliver Linton and Michael Vogt, ‘The Effect of Fragmentation in Trading on Market Quality in the UK Equity Market’ (2013) at http://ssrn.com/abstract=2315414 and generally, John Board, Charles Sutcliffe, and Stephen Wells, Transparency and Fragmentation (London: Palgrave Macmillan 2002). However see Peter Hoffmann, ‘Adverse Selection, Market Access, and Inter-Market Competition’ (2016) 65 Journal of Banking and Finance 108 who thinks that the EU’s price transparency rules do not go far enough to promote effective market competition and more adverse effects of market fragmentation are observed.
we should add new developments such as ‘dark pools’ which are closed networks that do not display price transparency and are intended for the execution of usually large orders where traders prefer anonymity.

Market fragmentation is the result of policy support for market competition. Such policy support is arguably not unwarranted as commentators have found that indicators of market quality have improved with competition between fragmented markets. A survey of literature indicates broadly that price discovery has improved, i.e. bid-ask spreads on markets have reduced and transaction fees have been reduced. Further, market fragmentation caters to the needs of different traders and the rise of dark pools is a case in point. Dark pools have arisen primarily as venues where institutional investors could anonymously trade large orders of securities without unduly exposing themselves or affecting price movements in the open market. However, they are controversial as they do not practice price transparency and therefore cause adverse selection. They can be seen to be a place that steals the liquidity that institutional orders would have offered to open marketplaces. In such dark pools, the less transparent environment may also be used by brokers towards abusive ends, such as the carrying out of proprietary trading that is detrimental to the interests of their clients. It is inconclusive if liquidity across fragmented markets, including secretive dark pools, is reduced overall.

---

In critically evaluating the pros and cons of market fragmentation, one needs to bear in mind the effects of regulatory intervention. Where markets are in competition as such (without any regulatory policy that addresses the adverse effects of such competition), the increase in information cost for brokers and investors and the reduced pools of liquidity in each fragmented venue could result in adverse selection cost, worse price efficiency, liquidity and transaction outcomes for individual trades.\(^{202}\) It could be argued that fragmented markets only work and demonstrate beneficial effects as a result of regulatory intervention in the US, UK and EU that foster a level playing field.\(^{203}\) In other words, policy-makers’ fostering of market competition results in a form of ‘controlled competition’, as regulation promotes efficient capital markets effects but also sets out to prevent certain market failures.

We argue that the focus on market competition and the fostering of fragmented markets has produced two pronounced effects. One is that marketplaces have become commoditised and are less incentivised to take on broader governance roles in the interests of maintaining market order and stability. Macey and O’Hara\(^{204}\) argue that market competition has made it too costly for markets to introduce governance structures for vetting issuers and traders, as capturing their fees and rents have become a predominant concern. Further, Yadav\(^{205}\) also doubts that marketplaces are sufficiently incentivised to invest enough to maintain market order and stability. Under-investment in governance by markets has resulted in a governance gap for overall market order and stability. However, the UK FCA continues to gently nudge dark pools towards optimal self-governing behaviour and prefers a non-intrusive approach.\(^{206}\) It is questioned whether this is consistent with the forward-looking regulatory approach the UK regulator has adopted. One of the most-cited recent episodes of market instability was the Flash Crash of May 2010 on the New York Stock Exchange where for 30 minutes, a range of securities lost significant market value in a rapid selling episode that depressed their prices. The Flash Crash was attributed to the temporary lack of liquidity in the market for the affected stocks after a large sell order of index futures failed to be executed immediately, forcing a downward spiral of price in a rapid trading environment.\(^{207}\)


\(^{206}\) FCA, Thematic Review: UK Equity Market Dark Pools – Role, Promotion and Oversight in Wholesale Markets (July 2016) at http://fca.org.uk/news/tr16-05-uk-equity-market-dark-pools is of the view that dark pools benefit their users but the conduct of the pools could be more optimal. The FCA wishes to continue adopting a relatively non-intrusive approach, asking dark pools to clarify user expectations, and to ensure that governance, control and monitoring of dark pools are adequate. Users are also exhorted to understand the purposes served by such venues.

Flash Crash that the NYSE updated their circuit breakers for the new trading environment, so that trading suspensions can be introduced beyond a certain threshold of abnormal price slide.\textsuperscript{208} The belated response in considering the market risks of such trading practices and to put in place appropriate governance and control shows the reluctance of marketplaces to invest in costly governance and control.

Much greater regulatory control over marketplaces in the UK and EU has to an extent attempted to address the governance deficit. The EU Markets in Financial Instruments Directive 2014 imposes on all markets the obligation to monitor and detect market abuse, report abnormalities and put in place controls and governance for resilience purposes such as circuit breakers.\textsuperscript{209} This regime has been transposed in UK legislation. The MiFID’s regime seems to show that persistent regulatory oversight and intervention is a necessary condition for the healthier aspects of market competition to be reaped while controlling for its externalities.

Second, market competition has induced a cultural shift towards emphasis on trading and market arbitrage, disengaging the role of markets from being long-term allocators of investment for the real economy.\textsuperscript{210} The support for market competition and the maintenance of short term price efficiency encourages myopic trading and short-termism.\textsuperscript{211} The adverse long-term effects and welfare-destruction effects of short termism have been highlighted\textsuperscript{212} but continue to be given inadequate consideration in policy development. Regulators, in their overwhelming support for the immediate benefits of market competition have persisted with a quiet trade-off of longer term goals. This inherent bias is something that regulators need to address in considering any regulatory implications for fintech innovation in marketplaces.

The backdrop of regulatory favour for market competition explains to an extent the development of financial innovation in marketplaces focused on achieving more profitable and less risky trading, in the form of algorithmic and high-frequency trading.

\textit{Trading Innovations}

Profits in finance are increasingly being made in trading as intermediaries act as traders exploiting opportunities for value arbitrage.\textsuperscript{213} As mentioned above, short-termist trading is now the norm on

\textsuperscript{208} https://www.nyse.com/markets/nyse/trading-info#Circuit_Breakers.

\textsuperscript{209} See Articles 17(5), 33, 48 and 54, Markets in Financial Instruments Directive 2014.


\textsuperscript{212} Eg Department of Business, Skills and Innovation, \textit{The Kay Review of UK Equity Markets and Long-Term Decision Making} (Final Report, 23 July 2012).

financial markets. It could be argued that such short-termist pursuit of price efficiency aligns with long-term allocative welfare.²¹⁴ However, if short term prices are not nearly as efficient as one hopes,²¹⁵ then short term value arbitraging results in zero sum games that are carried out with complete obliviousness to the impact on the long term.²¹⁶ Cautionary voices are however in a minority as policy-makers subject to short-termist democratic politics themselves, are not keen to take stronger stands against the rise of the trading culture. In such a context, trading innovations have flourished, in particular, algorithmic and high frequency trading.

Algorithmic trading involves the use of computer programmed algorithms to execute trades automatically, such programmes embedding certain risk management practices defined by traders. In a simplistic way, this is another technological development that replaces human labour by machines whose programmed executions would be quicker and much more consistent than human judgments. Moreover, with the use of increasingly sophisticated computers, more comprehensive data analytics can inform algorithmic trading. Today’s high frequency trading is based on an information processing capacity far exceeding the human capacity, and is able to take place in milliseconds, approaching the speed of light.²¹⁷

It may be argued that the rise of high frequency trading (HFT) has greatly exacerbated the focus on the trading culture, as traders try to profit from slivers of value arbitrage, driving short-termism to an extreme.²¹⁸ Commentators document that high frequency traders embark on a high volume and low margin strategy, which, aided by the speed and the relatively short span of exposure, creates very little risk for traders. For example, traders may enter many passive orders into a market to capture liquidity rebates offered by markets and cancel them very quickly after that so that gains are made without any risky exposure.²¹⁹ Another tactic is layering, where many orders at marginally increasing prices are entered and cancelled, resulting in slower traders responding to the increasing bids. The high frequency traders then capture trades at the much higher bids that has been induced by the layering.²²⁰ HFT also involves capturing small advantages in the speed of obtaining market information. For example, many HFT firms rent space very close to exchange servers so that they may obtain a millisecond advantage in public information releases before information arrives at

slower markets. This practice is known as co-location. Such information advantage allows HFT firms to gain a trading advantage over the rest of the market.\textsuperscript{221}

It may be argued that such new forms of competitive innovation should not raise alarm as value arbitrage has been sought by traders long before the advent of such technology.\textsuperscript{222} Capital markets are at best semi-strong efficient, so traders have always sought to exploit inefficiencies to make private gains.\textsuperscript{223} Such behaviour is not new to human nature. Empirical researchers on HFT also find that markets with HFT participation enjoy beneficial effects, in terms of price discovery\textsuperscript{224} and liquidity,\textsuperscript{225} though more arguably, lower price volatility.\textsuperscript{226} Of course one could argue that the overall market effects, even if beneficial, are at a broad level only. At the micro level, those that have traded with HFTs have been subject to exploitation and worse, predatory trading. The slower trader who transacted with the HFT in a layered market has incurred an adverse selection cost.\textsuperscript{227} HFTs that appear to supply constant liquidity are also themselves liquidity takers.\textsuperscript{228} HFT has the potential of

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{222} Holly A Bell, ‘High Frequency Trading: Do Regulators Need to Control this Tool of Informationally Efficient Markets?’ (2013) Cato Institute Policy Analysis 731.
\bibitem{225} This is because HFT firms may enter continuous passive orders into the system, providing constant liquidity, or be engaged in market making as such market making is aligned with their high volume, low margin strategy. See Jonathan Brogaard, Terence Hendershott and Ryan Riordan, ‘High Frequency Trading and Price Discovery’ (ECB Working Paper 2013) at http://ssrn.com/abstract=2341037; Jeffrey G MacIntosh, ‘High Frequency Traders: Angels or Devils?’ (2013) at http://ssrn.com/abstract=2340673. However, HFT forms are not committed liquidity providers and market makers and could vanish if the market conditions are unfavourable, exacerbating into flash crashes like in May 2010, see Andrei Kirilenko and Andrew Lo, ‘Moore’s Law vs. Murphy’s Law: Algorithmic Trading and Its Discontents’ (2013) at http://ssrn.com/abstract=2235963. Further Ekkehart Boehmer, Kingsley Fong and Julie Wu, ‘International Evidence on Algorithmic Trading’ (2015) at http://ssrn.com/abstract=2022034 are of the view that HFT firms are not committed market-makers and hence their provision of liquidity may be very transient and unreliable.
\end{thebibliography}
splitting up large institutional orders to obtain best prices across different markets, but also has the potential of sniffing out large institutional orders in dark pools and executing against them at less than sub-optimal prices for the institutional investor.\textsuperscript{229}

Although some HFT practices are arguably competitive innovations not involving market abuse, commentators raise questions over (a) the fairness or otherwise of engaging in such innovative advantage; (b) the potential for HFT to sponsor market abuse and (c) how HFT may undermine regulatory objectives such as financial and market stability.

Regulators seem hesitant on making a judgment on (a). As mentioned earlier, HFT has consistently shown to produce beneficial short-term effects in market quality, making prices more efficient and generally providing more and constant liquidity. However, the process of making prices more efficient generally involve exploiting a less-quickly informed or less rapid trader, and the ‘unfairness’ at the micro transactional level needs to be addressed.\textsuperscript{230} The arguments in favour of market efficiency should not totally drown the concerns regarding the ethics of individual ‘harms’ that are caused.\textsuperscript{231} Further, a market that favours the competitive advantage enjoyed by HFT firms would only provoke a socially useless arms race in trading innovation.\textsuperscript{232} Commentators urge that certain market practices exacerbate the already unfair advantage HFT firms have and would need to be scrutinised. For example, co-location gives HFT firms an advantage in information although this advantage is open to any who can rent such space.\textsuperscript{233} Further, HFTs that subscribe to preferential data feeds that are sent a fraction of a second before such feeds are made for public release also have an arguably unfair information advantage.\textsuperscript{234} Exchanges also practice flash orders, ie to allow HFT firms to briefly see an order before it appears on the open market if it is not immediately executable. This again undermines the level playing field in the markets.\textsuperscript{235} The SEC’s recent fines imposed on Barclays and Credit Suisse could be key to nailing down the undesirable practice of flash orders.\textsuperscript{236} The SEC enforcement action was based on the banks’ misrepresentation to their investors that their dark pools are fair when they in fact practise flash orders to HFT firms. Although the flash orders were not themselves the subject of enforcement, such enforcement could go some way in articulating a firmer regulatory position about them.

\textsuperscript{231} Michael Davis, Andrew Kumiega and Ben van Vliet, ‘Ethics, Finance, and Automation: A Preliminary Survey of Problems in High Frequency Trading’ (2013) 19 Science Engineering and Ethics 851.
\textsuperscript{233} Charles R Korso, ‘High Frequency Trading- A Regulatory Strategy’ (2013) 48 University of Richmond Law Review 523; Steven McNamara, ‘The Law and Ethics of High-Frequency Trading’ (2016) 17 Minnesota Journal of Law, Science & Technology 71. But the practice of co-location is arguably legitimised in the EU as the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive 2014 adopts the practice of co-location as part of the definition of HFT. There is thus no policy move towards regarding this practice as ‘unfair’.
\textsuperscript{236} Both banks have been fined, see ‘Barclays and Credit Suisse are fined over US ‘dark pools’’, BBCNews (1 Feb 2016).
On (b), although the majority of HFT practices are to capture slivers of value arbitrage, the superior technology of HFT can be used towards market abuse and it may be rather difficult to detect such behaviour or pin it down as being abusive. It may be argued that the current regulatory framework should be able to capture HFTs demonstrating anti-social behaviour and market abuse. In this way, HFT is not itself a problem. However, certain HFT practices push the boundaries of current regulatory definitions, such as layering. One could argue that layering is a form of market abuse as it is a rapid version of pump and dump, causing market prices to rise by the layered orders and then seeking to execute at a much higher price at the expense of the counterparty. On the other hand, layering involves rapid cancellation, unlike pump and dump, and so market information is technically not distorted, except that slower traders have not had a chance to process them in such rapid fire. The governance gaps raised by the capabilities of HFT need to be looked into.

Finally, market practices do not merely have transactional and efficiency impact, and could at a broader level affect market and financial stability. Financial stability in particular has been overtly embraced as a key public good and regulatory objective in the wake of the global financial crisis 2008-9. Commentators exhort that it is not sufficient to assume that marketplaces will work optimally, and that the micro-efficiencies in marketplaces will align with wider phenomena such as financial stability. Micro-efficient behaviour could indeed result in pro-cyclical and herding behaviour that is damaging to overall market and financial stability. It is arguable that HFT, which augments micro-efficient behaviour to the hilt, could have a particularly adverse impact on financial stability. HFT is largely automated and may not be able to nimbly respond to abnormal market conditions or significant changes. In such a situation, the rapid trading automation of HFT would exacerbate pro-cyclical actions that could cause already difficult market conditions to more rapidly slide into crisis. In other words, HFT may not be responsible for bringing about difficult market conditions such as a decline in liquidity or falling asset prices. But it could be used to exacerbate them and very rapidly too, making it difficult for interventions to take place for the stabilisation of markets. Thus, the systemic risk impact of HFT trading has been flagged up for scrutiny, and the HFT firms that benefit from exploiting such technology should arguably be called upon to ensure


238 Tara E Levens, ‘Too Fast, Too Frequent? High-Frequency Trading and Securities Class Actions’ (2015) 82 The University of Chicago Law Review 1511 argues that it is difficult to fit HFT borderline practices into existing interpretations of insider dealing or market manipulation due to the specific rules that have evolved to address those methodologies.


that the technology is used, governed and controlled in a manner responsible for the maintenance of market and financial stability.

We are also of the view that the relationship between trading innovations and longer term consequences such as long-term allocative efficiency in the real economy and wealth distribution of financial gains must be considered.\textsuperscript{245} Otherwise the era of trading innovations would take us into an insular world of micro-efficiency and speed without reference to wider and long-term impact. Trading innovations such as HFT have not gained a salutary social reputation,\textsuperscript{246} and are contributing towards a wider perception that financial elites dominate the financial markets, disempowering and disenfranchising less sophisticated users.\textsuperscript{247}

Although dynamic innovations in trading technology are being introduced by financial-cum-technology elites, an increasingly small and alienating group of experts, other fintech innovations arise to challenge such market developments. Alternative markets, which are supported to a certain extent by anti-establishment ideologies, are arising. The next Section turns to a very different market development- private markets denominated in alternative currencies such as bitcoin which is supported by blockchain technology.

\textit{Private Alternative Markets- Bitcoin and Blockchain}

One of fintech’s poster-children would be new digital currencies such as bitcoin supported by the blockchain technology. In essence bitcoin is non-government backed private ‘money’, which is not regarded as legal tender in most jurisdictions, but is increasingly accepted on a private basis as a means of exchange.\textsuperscript{248} The concept of money developed from ancient times as a means of exchange with intrinsic value (such as gold and silver coins) to predominantly a means of exchange backed by sovereigns and law.\textsuperscript{249} However, the concept of intrinsic value has not become totally irrelevant as money is used as a means to store value, meaning that its commodity value is still important, but such value has become, for most currencies, reflected in the price that the markets are willing to pay for the currency.

Private money is not a new phenomenon and has largely flourished in closed networks.\textsuperscript{250} For example, digital currencies exclusive to online games, such as ‘gold’ in the popular World of Warcraft. Bitcoin is another digital currency, but it is potentially capable of breaking boundaries largely


\textsuperscript{247} Which is already a trend in the deregulatory and liberal era of financialisation, see generally chapter 3 in Mads Andenas and Iris H-Y Chiu, \textit{The Foundations and Future of Financial Regulation} (Oxford: Routledge 2014) and cites within depicting a highly decentred governance landscape but highly captured by the financial elite.


because it is supported by blockchain technology that aims to create the institution and infrastructure for exchange in the real economy.

The technical working of blockchain technology has been extensively documented elsewhere. In brief, it is a distributed ledger technology that maintains a single record of all transactions. Every record of transaction is created by market participants using secure cryptography to ensure that every transaction is initiated and authorised, and then verified and sealed by volunteer software experts (called miners). The record created is then indelible and irreversible. This technology has the potential of bolstering confidence in the ordinary commercial use of bitcoin, as the main risk with the use of such private money, ie fraud and double-spending, is minimised. Supported by blockchain technology, private ‘bitcoin-based’ economies could arise across borders on the worldwide web, and constitute alternative commercial and financial markets to conventional ones.

The development of such alternative markets has attracted some regulatory support as being prima facie not inconsistent with policy-makers’ bias towards market competition. However, regulatory response is mixed at the international level, as the ‘alternative’ nature of such economies necessarily poses some threat to states and regulators. Some commentators see the creation of such a decentralised and private economic phenomenon as truly liberating, as existing political or systemic shackles to economic development could be overcome by the creation of new institutions. It is suggested that the blockchain technology enables new institutional structures such as decentralised autonomous institutions to arise, to replace centrally governed institutions. These decentralised institutions have the potential to be more sophisticated than conventional ones and are automatically coordinating in ways that are efficient. For example, investors in a private ‘bitcoin-based’ financial investment economy could be freed of the shackles of existing intermediary structures in the financial sector and invest without being subject to extensive principal-agent problems. The private money economy of crypto-currencies and blockchain could truly support development and the unbanked in the developing world. It is also suggested that private money economies such as denominated in bitcoin would develop economies of scale in due course and a lex cryptographia will arise to establish standards of use and behaviour, and dispute resolution, much

like the development of the ‘law merchant’ for international trade from days of old.\textsuperscript{259} Private ‘bitcoin-based’ markets and economies embody for some the utopian ideals of new democracy and not just new commercial opportunities.\textsuperscript{260}

However, the rise of such alternative private money-based economies faces great challenges. Such alternative economies are fraught with risks relating to the lack of governance,\textsuperscript{261} exploitation by fraudsters and criminals\textsuperscript{262} and the inherent vulnerabilities of code.\textsuperscript{263} Further, participants in such alternative markets and economies must fully bear the market risks of bitcoin. Bitcoin can be subject to hyper-inflation or deflation as its value,\textsuperscript{264} not backed by sovereigns and determined in relatively small user markets, can be highly unstable. This could be the Achilles heel of bitcoin-backed alternative markets, making them relatively unscalable. Where such alternative markets remain relatively small and closed, regulatory intervention may be limited and proportionate, targeting fraud, money laundering and terrorist financing,\textsuperscript{265} while leaving performance and behaviour issues


\textsuperscript{261} The governance of blockchain-supported bitcoin markets is the strength of the cryptographic technology itself and the incentives of volunteer software programmers who verify and seal transactions for bitcoins in return. Evans questions to what extent the incentive system underlying the maintenance of blockchain by miners would sustain. What if miners no longer not regard bitcoins as valuable for their efforts? Why would decentralised miners be able to coordinate and agree on code, and are miners plagued with conflicts of interest? What would prevent miners from becoming rogues? See David S Evans, ‘Economic Aspects of Bitcoin and Other Decentralized Public-Ledger Currency Platforms’ (2014) at http://ssrn.com/abstract=2424516;


\textsuperscript{263} This has not only been raised as a risk, but has materialised in the dark online market of the Silk Road where bitcoins have been used to sponsor trade in illegal substances including drugs and weapons. See discussion in Misha Tsukerman, ‘The Block Is Hot: A Survey of the State of Bitcoin Regulation and Suggestions for the Future’ (2015) 30 Berkeley Technology Law Journal 385.


\textsuperscript{266} This is the essence of the Financial Action Task Force’s recommendation for a risk-based approach, that countries assess the extent of risks posed by the digital currencies economies and take proportionate steps to address any money laundering or terrorist financing risks. See Financial Action Task Force, Guidance on a Risk-based Approach to Virtual Currencies (2015) at http://www.fatf-gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/reports/Guidance-RBA-Virtual-Currencies.pdf. The UK government proposes to apply the existing framework of anti-money laundering and terrorist financing proportionately to digital currencies but will not require all digital wallet providers to be subject wholesale to the compliance obligations
to resolution by private redress and/or law. Where such alternative markets attain any scale that warrants regulatory attention, then intervention levels could be higher and erode the very private nature of such markets.

Further, governments\textsuperscript{266} and established institutions\textsuperscript{267} are interested in developing the blockchain technology to enhance existing infrastructure. Hence, the biggest uses of blockchain could be deployed in securities clearing, settlement and custodial functions, or in international payments and transfers made by established financial institutions. Incumbents’ adoption of the blockchain technology could overshadow its functions in the private currency-backed markets and create incentives to impede blockchain innovation for such markets. Incumbents could carry out significant investment and coordination among different systems used in different parts of the financial sector,\textsuperscript{268} and make blockchain technology both mainstream and proprietised, deviating from its open source roots. Volunteer miners could now become professionally employed to work on and develop proprietary systems. The impact of proprietary commercialisation of the blockchain technology sector could significantly and adversely affect the development of an open source blockchain supporting the private money markets/economies.

Although the rise of private ‘bitcoin-based’ markets and economies seem to pose a much-touted disruptive challenge to existing markets, we are at a highly dynamic point in witnessing such development, and the article is sceptical of the enduring quality of this phenomenon. Bitcoin deviations have already developed, such as Litecoin and Dogecoin, and the competitive forces supporting such decentralisation are only likely to foster more fragmentation and less potency against the organised endeavours of incumbent institutions to harvest the potential of blockchain technology. Regulatory interventions such as the New York bitlicence\textsuperscript{269} may indeed be needed to bolster the competitive future of bitcoin!

\textit{A ‘Disruptive Innovation’ Model in Understanding the Implications of Fintech in Financial Marketplaces}
In financial market-places, the key change that took place was led by policy-makers promoting market competition. Although policy-makers could not foresee the ‘disruptive’ changes that would be brought about by a proliferation of electronic trading venues, this ‘managed disruption’ took place under a rubric of overarching regulatory principles that supported immediate and salient price transparency, rigorous internal control and governance for markets, obligations imposed on markets to monitor and report abuse swiftly and the trade-through rule in the US highlighted earlier. Many of the positive findings on market quality in the US, UK and EU could be due to such a ‘managed disruption’ process.

In this light, the rise of dark pools would not be unforeseen, and neither should innovative practices in trading. Current regulatory principles are able to capture within its scope misbehaviour in dark pools. In the UK and EU, rules on best execution, fair and clear investor communication and market abuse are able to address principal-agent abuses, fraudulent and market abuse behaviour. The UK and EU protect retail investors by a best execution rule premised on best consideration, and institutional investors by a best execution rule defined by a range of factors that matter to such investors. The UK has in particular imposed a general principle of fair, clear and not misleading investor communications, and so would be able to reach the same decision as the SEC in enforcing against dark pools that were misrepresented to investors. The UK and EU’s market abuse regime is premised on strict liability for having caused distortive effects on the market, and hence the use of HFT that results in those effects can be subject to market abuse enforcement. It however remains to be seen if practices such as layering would be indicted. The EU has introduced ex ante governance of HFT systems by requiring firms to ensure that robust risk controls, business continuity plans and internal governance are in place. Further, an HFT that engages in trading patterns such as making two-way markets in simultaneous orders would be regarded as a market-maker under EU legislation and is obliged to provide liquidity on a predictable basis. Trades that are carried out via algorithmic trading are also required to be reported with that identification, allowing regulatory monitoring of the impact of such trading on markets.

Financial markets innovation are consistent with the ‘managed disruption’ sanctioned by policy-makers who have introduced market competition policies. Regulators are generally benign towards such innovation while proportionately protecting stability in markets. The danger however of such a ‘managed disruption’ process is that there is a policy presumption of favour of competitive market innovations and it could become difficult to persuade policy-makers to deal adequately with sub-optimal aspects. The ‘unfairness’ aspect of co-location or preferential data feeds for HFT firms raised

---

270 Regulation NMS in the US and the pre-trade and post-trade obligations operative in UK and EU markets by virtue of the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive 2004, which was recast and adopted again in 2014.
271 Markets in Financial Instruments Directive 2004, which was recast and adopted again in 2014.
272 Above.
273 See FCA Handbook COBS 11.2.7.
276 The outcomes based approach is stated in the Market Abuse Regulation 2014, Art 12, and UK cases such as Winterflood Securities v FSA [2010] EWCA Civ 423.
278 Markets in Financial Instruments Regulation, Art 26(3).
by a number of commentators above are unlikely to be addressed.\textsuperscript{279} The adverse selection cost for investors trading on the opposite side of an HFT firm remains a private cost that regulators are unlikely to intervene to address.

The entrenched policy preference for short-term market efficiency as a healthy manifestation of market competition would obscure questions addressed at long-term welfare consequences. Fragmented, competitive markets and a pro-innovation culture in trading cement structural changes in financial marketplaces, making them places for ruthless competition, zero sum games and short-termist gains. This short-termist trading culture has been lamented in the UK as being contributory to an unhealthy short-termist culture in the corporate sector,\textsuperscript{280} increasingly disengaged from investing in the real economy for the long term.\textsuperscript{281} Although the UK exhorts institutional investors to behave in a long-termist manner by soft law,\textsuperscript{282} and the EU\textsuperscript{283} is concerned that institutional investors should account for how they manage their portfolios for the long-term interests of beneficiaries, these concerns seem only tepidly addressed compared to the overwhelming policy support for short-term efficient markets and the trading culture in these markets.

On the ‘change’ ushered in by private markets or economies denominated in bitcoin, we think such ‘change’ is slightly less certain in its substitutive potential. Although some regulators are generally supportive in the same pro-competition spirit, they are also ready to intervene if material risks such as money laundering, terrorist financing, fraud and consumer protection become significant issues of concern.\textsuperscript{284} The compliance cost for developing such alternative markets at a larger scale could become forbidding. Further, as the blockchain technology can be harnessed by incumbent financial institutions, the increasing proprietisation and forked developments of such technology could create a negative impact for alternative markets denominated in bitcoin. We doubt that such alternative markets or economies are likely to pose a serious substitutive threat\textsuperscript{285} but could be allowed to exist

\textsuperscript{279} In fact, as co-location is one of the criteria for defining high frequency trading under the EU Markets in Financial Instruments Directive 2014, it is unlikely that policy-makers would turn around to enforce against this practice as such.
as parallel systems with conventional markets and economies as long as no systemic risk issues or financial crime are implicated.

E. Conclusion

This article suggests a high-level framework in which to study the nature, risks and regulatory implications of fintech innovation today. The ‘disruptive innovation’ framework proposed by business school academics is able to help regulators identify changes in entities, practices, methodologies and even ideologies and culture in the financial sector, and to consider the substitutive potential of such changes. Significant substitutive potential can give rise to structural impact in the financial sector, replacing incumbent entities, practices, methodologies, and markets or creating significant alternative institutions alongside incumbent ones. This framework of studying change, substitutive potential and structural impact can inform regulators of the need to evaluate if regulatory scope is adequate, whether regulatory principles will continue to meet regulatory objectives such as investor protection and financial stability, and whether regulatory rules and prescription need updating and adaptation to new practices and methodologies. We applied this framework to study key trends in fintech innovations in financial products, intermediation and markets.

The ‘disruptive innovation’ framework applies not only to a study of fintech for the purposes of regulatory considerations, but also to financial innovation that does not have a fintech element, such as certain aspects of shadow banking.\(^{286}\) Further, this framework is also useful for regulators to consider whether they should introduce certain policy frameworks to initiate structural changes,\(^{287}\) such as in supporting financial market competition.

The introduction of a high-level framework, consistent with understandings in business innovation, is important so that regulators may have a useful ‘blue print’ for appraising financial innovation. Over the longer term, such a blue print contributes towards the development of a more effective regulatory culture that can anticipate developments and carry out consistent policy approaches. Regulators should not take a hands-off position and leave financial innovations to be evaluated only by financial elites. Regulators should also not adopt knee jerk reactions to new developments and

\(^{286}\) For an overview of how the regulatory perimeter should be informed by shadow banking, see Iris H-Y Chiu, ‘Transcending Regulatory Fragmentation and the Construction of an Economy-Society Discourse: Implications for Regulatory Policy Derived from a Functional Approach to Understanding Shadow Banking, Journal of Corporation Law, 2016, forthcoming; and Iris H-Y Chiu and Iain MacNeil (eds), Research Handbook on Shadow Banking (Cheltenham: Edward Elgar 2017), forthcoming, featuring a comprehensive treatment of shadow banking activities whether led by fintech or otherwise.

\(^{287}\) Such as the UK regulator’s initiative to introduce competition in the financial benchmarks market. This will not be belaboured here, see critically discussion in Iris H-Y Chiu, ‘Regulating Financial Benchmarks by Proprietisation’: A Critical Discussion’ (2016) 11 Capital Markets Law Journal 191.

extend unsuitable regulatory frameworks over them. Finally, regulators should try to avoid being caught entirely by surprise if a fallout results from certain financial innovation, as much more is now expected of the new forward-looking approach to financial regulation. We cannot expect zero failure but regulators need to equip themselves with suitable frameworks for high-level perspectives and policy design in order to exercise powers appropriately in supplying the public goods of financial stability and investor protection.
